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"We offer you your choice of the four desires of 
man you see before you: Skidbladnir said, as 
Katherine remained silent. "Here is all the 
knowledge man has accumulated throughout his 
many years," he continued as he lightly touched the 
first canister. "Present here is everything man has 
yet to learn," he said as Katherine listened intently. 
"You may wish yourself wealth, if that is your 
choice: he said as he touched the third canister. 
"The final desire you may choose is love," Skidblad- 
nir said as he placed his hand on the last of the 
canisters. 
Katherine stared at the strange man and his 
equally strange offerings. Somehow she believed 
his offer was valid, even though reason told her 
otherwise. Just as she felt she knew her choice. 
Skidbladnir spoke again. 
"As a condition of your purchase, you must delay 
making your selection for a period of no less than 
one hour," he said. 
"But I've already made my decision: Katherine 
protested. 
"I am sorry, but you must wait; Skidbladnir in- 
sisted as he turned and quietly left without giving 
her any further opportunity to speak. 
For the next sixty minutes Katherine paced the 
room as she considered and reconsidered her 
choices. Each time she felt she had made the 
proper decision, she would find a new fault with her 
logic. Each of her options ottered an alluring oppor- 
tunity, but which of them offered the most? Which of 
the four was the intelligent choice? she continually 
asked herself. Then, precisely on time. Skidbladnir 
returned and Katherine knew the time had come for 
her to make her final decision. 
"Your waiting period is over, it is time for you to 
make your selection," Skidbladnir said. 
Katherine stared at the kind face of the small man 
as her mind raced through her thoughts. Several 
minutes passed without a sound. Finally Skidbladnir 
broke the silence. 
"Perhaps you have chosen knowledge?" he of- 
fered, as he motioned toward the canister. 
."No, simply to have knowledge without the ex- 
perience of it would diminish its importance," she 
answered hesitantly. 
"Then you prefer the wisdom of the future: 
Skidbladnir said, his uncertainty showing. 
"Definitely not; there wouldn't be anything left for 
The streets of the city were packed with people, all 
of whom seemed to be hurriedly going nowhere. In 
the midst of the bustling crowd Katherine Williams 
struggled to find the address to match the one on 
the paper she held. As the smoke and dust that 
hung heavily in the night air burned her eyes, she 
began to regret venturing into this. Her mind con- 
tinued to remind her that this neighborhood was 
known as a less than respectable portion of town. 
She was on the verge of giving up when she sud- 
denly spotted the address she was searching for. 
The shop was identified only by a weathered 
wooden sign hanging above a solid wood door. 
Hesitantly, Katherine stepped inside and found her- 
self in a narrow, dark hallway. As she walked slowly 
her nervousness continued to grow as the hallway 
seemed to stretch on forever. finally she reached a 
second doorway, and with great reservations she 
slowly opened the door and stepped through. 
Katherine looked about the round, spacious 
room, as she could not believe her eyes. The walls 
were covered with thick red velvet draperies that 
hung from ceiling to floor. The ceiling, as well, was 
covered in the same neatly tucked material. The 
room was well-lit but there was no visible source of 
light. In the center of the room stood a glass top 
table supported by four beautifully carved glass 
figurines. Atop the table sat four perfectly polished 
silver canisters. 
Katherine slowly approached the table, fas- 
cinated by the sight before her. Suddenly a small 
elderly gentleman approached her from the far side 
of the room. The white haired man, wearing a warm, 
friendly smile, walked gracefully toward the table. 
"Good evening; may I help you?" he asked softly. 
"Yes, I am Katherine Williams. A friend gave me 
a gift certificate to this shop," she answered. 
"Ah, I am Skidbladnir, keeper of the Temple of 
Bougledesh. You are searching for a way to happi- 
ness," the man answered with a broad smile. 
"You don't seem to have a large selection; 
Katherine answered, surprised by the man's answer. 
"Your life is in turmoil, both personally and profes- 
sionally. You have not been content with yourself for 
many years. Here we offer the answer to your 
quest; Skidbladnir said. 
Katherine gave the man a surprised stare, as she 
could not believe the accuracy with which he 
described her life. 
by Tom Raley 
TEMPLEOFBOUGLEDESH 
who subscribe (and renew!) without ever making 
comments. 
We've got some important questions: how many 
of you just subscribe, as you might to F&SF or 
Analog, and how many of you have been meaning 
to send us stories or poems or art and just haven't 
gotten around to it yet? How many of you want (or 
need) to see us keep the price as low as possible as 
opposed to raising the price so we can send out 
more promo copies and really work at becoming a 
recognized forum for developing writers? These are 
just some of the questions we've got for you, our 
readership, and we really, REALLY hope each and 
every one of you will invest twenty-five cents for a 
stamp and mail back our questionnaire. 
At the Council of Stewards' Budget Meeting in 
February we discovered that we broke even in 1988. 
Sounds like good news, right? Except we only pub- 
lished three issues in 1988, not four. This means 
that Christine and I continue to underestimate the 
real costs of producing this magazine (we donate 
our gas and telephone charges; we live about 50 
miles apart so all contact between us costs some- 
thing) - the postage, not only for copies going out to 
subscribers and contributors, but for all our cor- 
respondence with prospective writers (LOTS of folks 
don't include a SASE or SASPC and we can't just ig- 
nore them) and our out-of-state artists. Every once 
in awhile somebody moves without telling us or a 
copy goes astray and in those cases we have to 
send out a duplicate copy because the Postal Ser- 
vice doesn't forward (or return) "Library Rate" mail 
and we can't afford to send everything first class. 
We got a letter from Joe Christopher (see Letters 
Column) and he suggests we make this a CLOSED 
forum, printing only works from subscribers, and In- 
creasing the subscription rate to allow for 5 or 6 
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There are lots of things going on in this world and, 
in the scheme of things, The Mythic Circle is a very 
small piece indeed. Still, it consumes more of Ye 
Olde Edytors' effort and energy than you might im- 
agine. Just about the same time that I found myself 
wondering, "why are we doing this, anyway?" while 
we struggled with overloaded schedules and my tem- 
porarily bi-coastal lifestyle (back in Altadena now) - 
I'd started talking to Christine about whether we 
should hang up the gloves and climb out of the ring 
before we're punch-drunk-- the Mythopoeic Society's 
members questionnaire started coming back.• 
In addition to lots of questions like "how are we 
doing?" and "what needs to be fixed?" members were 
given the opportunity to "rate" the three Society publi- 
cations on a 1-to-10 scale. The Mythic Circle has the 
smallest circulation and is the only magazine which 
does not confer membership to subscribers, so most 
members gave TMC no rating at all. But the folks who 
did rate us tended to rate us qulte high (8-9-1 Os). We 
did get some low marks, mostly from people who 
have never purchased a copy (I can only assume 
they've actually SEEN it!) but also one or two from 
former subscribers. That's okay - Twain said you 
cant please all of the people all of the time and he 
was right 
But it appears TMC is pretty important to a handful 
of you, and I've figured out that's the reason we go on 
with the effort. With that in mind, it would be helpful to 
Christine and I to get a general overview of our 
readers· feelings and responses to TMC and just 
what you'd like to see us do in this writers' forum. You 
see, some of you write us long and thoughtful LOCs, 
some of you even offer us money and services, if we 
need them. But we ALSO need to hear from you folks 
EDITORIAL 
without effort or risk, then you have not truly at- 
tained it at au,· she said. 
"But what if you fail?" he asked solemnly. 
"If it is something I truly want, I will try again,· she 
answered. 
Skidbladnir smiled a knowing smile as he bowed 
slightly. Then he quietly left the room, leaving 
Katherine alone. She looked a last time at the four 
canisters, as she knew she would always wonder 
what would have been. But then, that too was a part 
of the adventure of life, she thought. As she left the 
shop, she felt a warmth inside herseH she had never 
known before. She was another satisfied customer 
of the Temple of Bougledesh. 
me to look forward to; Katherine said confidently. 
•Love," Skidbladnir said as if now expecting to be 
wrong. 
·1 believe I would prefer to find that on my own, 
thank you," she said with a shy smile. 
•Ah, then you have chosen wealth, a good 
decision," Skidbladnir said as he reached for the 
last canister. 
•No, unearned wealth is unappreciated," 
Katherine said, now sounding very sure of herseH. 
·1 don't understand; what is your choice?" 
Skidbladnir asked in frustration. 
Katherine smiled as she answered. "I have 
decided to work for what I want, and allow it to 
remain a challenge. If you attain what you desire 
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Emily is a very attractive tall, willowy, blonde. It is 
merely that, through no fault of her own, she ap- 
parently causes people outside of a certain degree 
of relationship to turn into stone. 
It was when my father and his first wife and son 
went to visit his sister a few days after Emily was 
born that our family first found out about this odd 
situation. Our grandmother is a midwife and she 
delivered Emily as she had done her seven older 
brothers and sisters, so no doctor or nurse (or 
anyone else) outside of the family had yet laid eyes 
on the newborn girt. Although my father remained 
unaffected by his little niece, his young wife and in- 
fant son ... well, there is a very good reason why the 
sculpture of the madonna and Child on their grave is 
so realistic. 
It was never figured out how this odd condition of 
Emily's came about. My father believes that it is a 
genetic condition. This is a reasonable supposition, 
considering that parents, siblings, grandparents, and 
blood aunts and uncles appear to have an immunity 
to Emily while cousins, more distant relations, and 
non-relations do not. According to my father's 
theory, great-aunts and great-uncles would also be 
immune to Emily, but Great Uncle Harry, the only 
one available, had decided not to try his luck. 
Thus, after the unfortunate incident with my 
father's first wife and my half-brother, began the ef- 
forts of our family to not so much shield Emily from 
the rest of the world but rather shield the rest of the 
world from Emily. Fortunately, she was one of eight 
children and had a total of twelve aunts and uncles, 
along with a complete set of grandparents, so she 
was never lonely as a child. 
The first crisis came when Emily came of age to 
enter school. She quite naturally could not go to 
class or else we'd have the lives of twenty to thirty 
six-year-olds on our consciences. Fortunately, my 
aunt had been a teacher before she got married so 
she renewed her teacher's certificate in order to 
tutor her youngest daughter at home. 
As Emily grew older, she began to desire the com- 
panionship of boys and men who were not closely 
related to her. Her rational mind told her that this 
was impossible, but deep down in her heart she 
hoped and she prayed. 
She began to answer advertisements in 
magazines for pen pals. She began to place adver- 
' tisements herself but, sooner or later, all her pen 
pals would drift off. 
*For those of you who don't know, the Mythopoeic 
Society is an international literary non-profit organiza- 
tion which focuses on the study and enjoyment of the 
works of J.R.R. Tolkien, C.S. Lewis, and Charles Wil- 
liams specifically and myth and fantasy in general. 
The Mythopoeic Society sponsors publication of The 
Mythic Circle. 
Lynn Maudlin & Christine Lowentrout, editors 
extra copies per issue, to be mailed out prudently and 
judiciously with an eye to promoting our writers. Chris- 
tine and I have decided to reduce the frequency with 
which TMC appears, from quarter1y to once every 
four months (is there any good word for that? If bian- 
nual is once every two years it can't be triannual... 
Somebody, help!) because We Get Tired of apologiz- 
ing for being late and thrice annually seems to match 
our natural circadian rhythm. 
I know, I know: these are behind-the-scenes 
details and you may not want any part of them. But, 
having grown up in America, we believe in soliciting 
your opinions AND THEN going on to do whatever 
we darn well please anyway (Ill). 
So we implore you, kindly take a few minutes to 
answer the questionnaire (anonymity is perfectly ac- 
ceptable) and mail it back. 
We thank you for your time and support, with spe- 
cial thanks to Stan & Angelee Anderson for a 
generous monetary donation (if you appreciate the 
extra length of this issue - thank the Andersons). 
EDITORIAL, cont. 
I have never actually met my cousin Emily, even 
though I have known her all of my life. We've talked 
on the phone often enough, and I keep up a lively 
correspondence with her. We grew up close enough 
together so that our families were able to visit each 
other frequently, but upon those occasions we were 
always kept apart. The reason that we never met in 
person is that my cousin Emily is a medusa. 
Now don't get me wrong, I don't want you to im- 
agine that she is a frightening-looking gorgon with 
wings, claws, enormous teeth, and hair made of 
snakes. Absolutely not! From what I understand 
By John Patrick Wall 
LOVE FOR EMILY 
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Her eyes grew wide at the sight of the short, stocky 
young man whose beard seemed unusually long for 
his age. 
The whole family wondered why this man did not 
' immediately become granite. But here he was, ob- 
viously alive, in fact quite animated. Finally Emily 
could bear it no longer and asked him how he 
managed to avoid mineralfication. Owen laughed 
heartily. He explained that he was a dwarf and that 
his people were originally made from stone, thus it 
was impossible for him to change into something 
which he already was. 
Needless to say, matrimony was soon committed. 
Emily went to the mountains to live with the kind of 
Oin son of Thoror, to give her husband's real name. 
They are deliriously happy and have two lovely 
young daughters who are just at the age when their 
beards begin to show first growth. 
That was until she was eighteen and she received 
a letter from a fellow in rural Colorado named Owen 
Thoreau. They seemed quite right for each other. 
They both liked the same books, the same music, 
the same television programs, and so on. For three 
years they carried on a lengthy correspondence and 
finally he begged to get a chance to meet her. 
Emily agonized a great deal over what to do. She 
knew it could never come about but she feared she 
would loose a good pen pal. She finally decided to 
write him a letter explaining the whole truth and 
hoping they could still be friends. It was with a great 
deal of regret that she gave it to her mother to mail. 
We were all surprised when Owen Thoreau sent 
her a reply that he still wished to meet her. Emily 
sadly wrote him that it was his life to throw away as 
he wished. 
On the appointed day Emily waited with a com- 
bination of anticipation and apprehension. Owen 
Thoreau arrived and was ushered into Emily's room. 
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* * * * * 
murs wearily. 
"Ah, but I do, Father," she says softly, "for I have 
heard the Song. Sing it for my sons that they, too, 
may know how and for what they ask." 
The old man retrieves his harsoon from the 
corner. "Maybe you are right," he whispers. "The 
pain is not in the singing, it is in the memory of Be- 
coming. What a long and wearisome journey Be- 
coming is! I could not Become again." 
"You would and will," replies his daughter gently. 
"You are Becoming still; the Eversong cannot be 
contained; it grows within, it is the fountain of your 
life. You are Becoming the Song as Brint Became 
the Stone. There is nothing to be done but to sing. 
To do else is to Betray." 
"You know too much of this, Rebecca. Too 
much, ... and I, I am too old ... " he says, his voice 
trailing away. 
"I only know what I have Become, Father," he 
hears his daughter say as if at the end of a winding 
tunnel, beyond sight, a chamber echo. 
The old man hesitatingly begins to pluck the sil- 
ver strings beneath his hand, but as the delicate 
melody tills the tiny room where the four sit bet ore 
the fire, the old man's heart swells with remember- 
ing and each chord he creates becomes as rich and 
wild as lite itself, piercing the hollowness of their in- 
dividuality, flowing through their innermost parts, 
bending and shaping with flames of music, binding 
them together as one Traveler, one Singer, one Lis- 
tener, one Becomer. 
"Begin," says Rebecca, her eyes radiant with the 
firelight, "at the Finding, Father." 
"We forget ourselves, my daughter," the old man 
gently chides, "for one cannot begin the Song of 
Brint at any place, since it is complete, entire of it- 
self. One can only join the Song as it is ever sung." 
As he speaks this last, the Binding complete, their 
voice rising like a wisp of cloud before the morning 
sun, they join the Song. 
The old man sits by the fire, facing the warmth, his 
eyes closed, his fingers lightly seeking some fleet- 
ing melody hidden between the strings of his old tier- 
soon. Here and there the scarred and faded gloss of 
his instrument shimmers with the firelight and scat- 
ters fractured images of the flames against the walls 
and ceiling of the small room, kindling imaginary 
watchfires against the night of shadows. Notes deep 
and rich, melt into the low rush of the fire and settle 
ash-white with the music of a thousand nights, 
manuscripts never written, forever gone, seemingly 
dead to all, but ever-present, but born anew from 
string to string, springing into life, then again to 
soundless sleep in the ultimate quietus of passed 
and past time. 
At his feet sit two small boys; grandsons, one 
seven, the other nine: David the golden-haired; 
Christopher, the son of his mother, burnished 
bronze. They stare into the fire with an odd inten- 
sity, apparently oblivious to the almost harmonious 
wholeness that sounds above them. The old man 
wistfully pauses in his playing, ... as if wandering to 
a distant rise on a darkening horizon, ... a pace more 
and passing forever .... After a moment he shakes 
his head and rises from his chair. 
HWait, Grandt at her, sing for us the Song of Brint 
and of the Stone of Mordus," says one. 
"The Song of Brint cannot be sung by one such 
as I, H says the old man as he sets the harsoon be- 
hind the stool in the corner. HMy voice is far too 
feeble, my heart is much too small." 
HMother says," otters the other lad, "that you used 
to sing it all of the time when she was a child." 
HI, too, have been young and foolish," says the 
old man, settling in his chair with a slow sigh. "Be- 
sides," he adds, "I cannot remember all of the 
words, if all of them ever were. The song is long and 
painful in the singing. My soul aches to think of it. 
My heart cannot bear it." 
"Please, Grandfather," both cry together. "We 
would hear of Brint and the Stone." 
"As would I," says another voice behind the three; 
a gentle voice, a voice that bespeaks mother and 
daughter who remembers well and yearns for her 
sons to hear a Hymn of Hymns, an Eversong. 
HWoman, you know not what you ask," he mur- 
Prologue 
by Paul Nolan Hyde 
The Stones of Mordus 
visited with the common laborers in his own affable 
way, occasionally buying an amethyst or agate 
when they had found a particularly beautiful one. 
Josiah had even descended into The Well proper 
when the plummet reached fifty feet to inspect the 
construction and quality of the lining. For a time, not- 
withstanding the easiness of the dig, there was 
grave concern on the part of the townspeople that 
The Well would be nothing more than one of The 
Pits that filled the valley yet bore no water. The 
project had continued only because Josiah was also 
the Council Diviner and had been responsible for 
some of the community's most productive flowing 
springs. Selan felt that there was more to the dig- 
ging of The Well than what Josiah had openly dis- 
cussed with the Council, but his Craftmuse 
whispered the presence of water and so the work 
had begun. Just at the point when the water table 
was struck, Josiah's neighbor and fellow Council- 
man discovered an artesian well on the south side 
of the valley. It was deemed less costly to develop 
an aqueduct to the center of town than to continue 
what would have been The Well. The Masons and 
Wellcrafters gathered up their equipment and made 
the eight mile journey to their new work site and set 
about building the new Council project. Whereas 
Brint's father was the Wellmaster, his attentions 
were of necessity directed to the new labor although 
he muttered frequently about the folly of running 
from one piece of foolishness to another. "It would 
seem that it has never occurred to the Council that 
they could reduce the levies rather than finding new 
ways to squander the wealth of the commons, what 
little there is of it." Shaking his head in disgust, 
Selan would lead his oldest sons off to South Point. 
While Brint as an Apprentice could work on The 
Well, he could not labor on the above-ground water 
runs until he was called into the Guild proper as a 
Journeyman. As the new well was free-flowing, 
there was nothing that he could do there. As a result 
he had enormous amounts of time to spend in 
reveries at the bottom of The Well. So he imagined 
he was being watched. 
From the top of The Well, the summer sky peered 
like a pupil-less blue eye into the dark depths of the 
earth where Brint lay, the back of his light shirt slight- 
ly damp with the cool moist sand piled beneath him 
in the center of The Well. He wavered from moment 
to moment in his fabrications concerning the eye for 
there was no iris, only the azure disk, but as youth- 
ful imaginations generally overlook such details 
during flights of fancy, his decided that he was none- 
theless being watched by the sky, an innocuous pas- 
time in the beginning. The optical illusion was 
enhanced from time to time as veils of white cloud 
would pale the eye, momentary cataracts excised 
by the mountain winds, now transformed into a swirl- 
ing, then into a vaporous fading in the visual orbit of 
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Brint lay flat on his back staring up into the deep 
blue eye of The Well above him. Few things in life 
gave him more pleasure than to be hidden away 
from the world immersed in his own aesthetic 
reveries and The Well was the favorite of all his hid- 
den places. Not only was the dampness of the 
earth's heart a gladsome relief from the summer 
heat, but the escape from the real world of light into 
the shadows of imagination seemed easier in the 
comfortable dark. Comfortable dark it needed to be 
and not any mere lack of light would do. Starless 
nights pleased him not. Mines and deep caves held 
no attraction. Wells were best. To see without being 
seen, there was the effect. Being able to open one's 
eyes in the midst of darkness and see beyond the 
mist of darkness was the fanciful enchantment 
which gave this place its worth to Brint. It was a 
physical manifestation of the deepest desire of his 
being. The deep blue eye of The Well stared back. 
Brint's father, Selan, had begun digging The Well 
at the request of the Council, more specifically at 
the request of Josiah the Clerk on whose land The 
Well was to be. The work had progressed rapidly 
until Josiah's mind had turned to other Council 
projects. With that turning came a closing of the 
purse. Sixty-some odd feet of sand and loose rock 
had been excavated in a matter of weeks, the 
easiest welling his family had ever engaged in and 
Selan's grandfather had been the Craftmaster 
before him. Every day Josiah had come to super- 
vise the work on behalf of the Council. He had 
"Ohl then I saw her eye was bright 
a well of love, a spring of light" 
(Hartley Coleridge, "She is not fair") 
The Gyre Helas 
(Of The Well and The Piiiar) 
First Elipsis: The Well (Degrees 17-68) 
* * * * * 
A stone uncut by human hands 
the Stone of Mordus Is 
and rolls along Time's mountain crest 
to him who would call It his 
The Betrayer's hand destroys the track 
unleashes the Holy Sphere 
and down the ragged canyons of the sky 
the Destiny of Brint draws near 
from Canto Thron-wenst, "The Song of Brint" 
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whims blows us about in what we call the day to 
day?" 
Before Brint could continue, his father would in- 
variably retort, ·1 am, I live, I breathe, I exist of 
myself. Gods or no gods, I must be and do as I am." 
"How do you know for sure what you are, Father? 
You have nothing with which to compare yourself, 
except others like yourself." 
"You are avoiding the subject at hand, Brint. Fig- 
ments of some metaphysical imagination or not, our 
existence demands that we eat; in order to eat, we 
work; in order to work, we put off vain philosophies 
which sap the mind and body of their strength. 
Those of means may have time to whip up their 
fried froth and fill their bellies with it, but we must 
work. That is the principal key of life; in fact, the only 
true key." And with a finality with which only a father 
can end a discussion, Selan would turn on his heel 
and lead his son to the chores. 
Brint, avoiding the subject at hand once again, 
returned to his waiting imagination. "A keyhole, ... • 
he said to himself. The idea of a great keyhole in 
the midst of the earth grew within Brint. possessing 
him, propelling him into greater flights of fancy. 
Maybe his well-digging had, indeed, uncovered the 
Keyhole, or better yet, the Key. What great adven- 
tures. beset with toil and danger could be his were 
he to find it? What powers and dominions? ... 
What glory? But what of the Gods? ... Brint 
shivered. What if his Well were a keyhole through 
which the sky-gods were trying to peep? And here 
he is, Brint Selandil, blocking the view, defenseless 
in the pit. What would the Gods attempt to do to 
such an obstacle in the lock of the world, he hinder- 
ing their bright blue vision? What vengeance would 
the heavens. 
A curious eye, Brint thought; perhaps bold, cer- 
tainly persistent, ... somewhat disquieting without the 
pupil. It occurred to him that the eye might merely 
be staring blindly at him, a dark blue vision tinted by 
a singular opacity .... Or it might be occupied else- 
where, so that he would be behind the seens, as it 
were. or at least behind the seer. The thought of a 
myopic seer on such a grand scale seemed 
ludicrous to Brint, an oxymoron of the first order. 
Later it would not seem so far-fetched. As ex- 
travagant as his first ruminations were, the more 
bizarre developed as he continued to muse. Maybe 
the Eye is one of the Gods, ... an all-seeing eye like 
those of the Tales, ... one searching for some lost 
trinket, ... a bauble mislaid centuries past. ... now on 
a sudden recalled, revalued, and sought. Brint pur- 
sued this winsome fantasy, weaving the implica- 
tions of each succeeding supposition, attempting to 
enthrall himself in the web of his own romanticism. 
Whatever could an Eye of the All be looking for in 
such an insignificant hole in the ground as this; ... an 
unfinished Well with a boy at the bottom; ... a Well 
with an unfinished boy at the bottom? .... But enough 
of this, he determined. He and his brothers had 
hewn this Well with their own hands, ... or so they 
supposed. Maybe, on the other hand, they were 
merely emptying some ancient Pit like others in the 
valley, mysteriously filled in for some nefarious 
reason millennia ago. Maybe then, in those Golden 
Times, the hole had been more than a Well; ... 
maybe then, it had been something to look 
through; ... something with which to see beyond; ... a 
way to pierce the mysteries of the earth; ... perhaps, 
a keyhole through which a vast or infinite treasure 
might be discovered .... 
•AWWNWk!• 
A gull flew overhead, out of sight, screeching for 
the Sea of Tiles. breaking Brint's train of thought. 
He glared futilely at the unseen, fleeting distur- 
bance. His irritation cooled quickly; the distraction 
was probably just as well. His father warned him 
continually about this kind of day-dreaming. 
•tt detracts from your work. You end up spending 
more time in worlds of your own generation than 
you do in the real world." 
·what is the real world, Father?" Brint would 
query. -This drudgery, a common labor in a com- 
mon place? Sometimes the everyday seems so 
meaningless. like a jest with an ill-timed ending. 
What significance is there about the things that you 
or your sons do? Perhaps, we and ~II that we know 
are just pieces in some monstrous game contrived 
by the Gods who could not care less about our so- 
called existence. our joys, and our sorrows. except 
as they effect the game. Might it just as well be that 
we and the world we know are only a few stray mad 
thoughts of some great being whose moods and 
One can never know the total effect of a proverb 
or of the strength of a father's will, but in this par- 
ticular case, the shackles of fear which had held 
Brint bound broke away and he awoke, in a fashion, 
from the depths of his terror. He fell backward from 
the rope into a heap, stumbling over the pile of 
loose rock and dirt he had made that morning, his 
limp body rolling over against the opposite side of 
The Well .... 
How long Brint lay unconscious, he did not know. 
He did not dream or drift from light to light as we do 
in sleep. His consciousness had fled from him, like 
the gentle before the ravening, into the darkness of 
darknesses, the almost death, the haven of the dis- 
possessed .... 
·When he finally came to himself, Brint was lying 
on his back, his face covered with dirt and sand. 
Raising himself to one elbow, propping his back 
against the well-side, he weakly wiped the grit from 
his eyes and mouth. As he turned his head about in 
order to reorient himself, he saw on the other side of 
the pit, perhaps fifteen feet away, a faint glow shin- 
ing through the ground at the base of the wall. At. 
first, he thought that it might another trick of his 
wearied mind, but the more that he stared at the op- 
posite wall, the brighter that light seemed to be. 
"What new horror is this?" Brint asked himself 
under his breath, sitting up, facing the glow. Only 
Brint's insatiable curiosity about the strange and the 
wonderful exceeded his over-active imagination. 
That, together with his studied defiance of life with 
which he had so often taunted his father, had fre- 
quently goaded him to demonstrate his philosophy 
in rather reckless manners and in somewhat 
precarious situations. To state the obvious, he was 
not yet wise. As a result, the native human hesitan- 
cy that most of us would have had to investigate an 
improbable light at the bottom of a well, especially 
All there is to be feared 
Is the betrayal of one's self 
strength of his cry for help. Brint gasped for breath, 
throwing his head back, his eyes staring into the 
deepening blue-black above, his feet now frantically 
scrabbling at the damp stone and soil which was 
crumbling away in his touch, his legs jerking up and 
down, vainly trying to climb the wall, running to 
nowhere. In despair, he willed himself to cry for 
help, a release from what he believed to be his own 
imminent destruction. 
"Father," he moaned, "help me." 
Suddenly, as a pillar of sunlight may burst 
through a cloud-covered sky, a singular teaching 
from before the fire at his mother's knee came into 
his mind, his fa the r's gruff voice resounding in 
Brint's soul: 
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His mounting distress welled within him, flooding 
the lowlands of his soul, inundating reason, a rush- 
ing unimpeded tide, drowning all but the most endur- 
ing and, thus, highest in him. The wildness of his 
thoughts began to effect his senses; the Betrayer 
rode upon the face of the waters within him. Above 
him, as the world corrupted in his heart, the eye of 
the Betrayer at the top of the Well seemed to squint 
in anticipation of a monstrous blink, a crushing blow 
that would clear forever, the view of that secret part 
of the earth. 
"Let me out! Let me out of the way!" his now 
claustrophobia-ridden mind cried as he scrambled 
toward the lift rope by which he had descended an 
hour before. Grabbing at the line, he fell aqainst the 
cold, moist wall of the well. As he hung there, his 
hands sustaining him, Brint felt the opposite side of 
the well rush in upon him, constricting beneath his 
feet, pressing in upon his legs, waist, and chest; the 
bonds of the Betrayer winding their python-like coils 
around his shoulders and neck, crushing the 
Searching for that which he cannot possess 
Breaking that which he cannot touch 
Ravaging that which is unassailable 
Men's own betrayal of themselves 
.... the children's verse surged into his mind. So 
was the Betrayer, the Destroyer, the Prince of the 
Sink of Mordus; the Adversary; a haunting of the 
dreams of boys and the enchantment of the dark 
passageways of the hearts of men. 
Sightless, but all-seeing; 
Powerless, but all-destroying 
they wreck upon a minuscule creature obscuring 
their sight of the inner rooms and sanctuaries which 
lay beyond the obdurate portals and labyrinthine 
halls of the earth? 
•0utt• they would cry. ·Away with the vermin. 
Crush his filth into the bore of the lock that we may 
see. Away with himl Away with him!" 
Brint's stare grew fixed on the Eye above him and 
his heart began to pound. His own eyes widened in 
anticipatory fear. Then, whether by the terror of the 
boy's own mind or by some distant cloud crossing 
the face of the sun, the lidless eye above him sud- 
denly glowered down the shaft at the near-frantic 
obstructor. The weight of this darkling vision bore 
down upon him as his imagination, racing out of con- 
trol, felt the dull crush of irresistible apprehension 
grow persistently into the beginnings of a cold, wild 
fear. "Lo, it is not the gods that peer so fiercely from 
the heavens: quailed the boy's agitated mind to it- 
self, "it is the eye of the Betrayer .... 
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As he drew nearer, it seemed to him that the light 
shone through the sand and gravel of the well-wall. 
like a lamp through layers of thick-beaded curtains. 
But even where the larger stones should have 
obscured the glow. the light seemed to pass 
through little impeded; the rocks were there, indeed, 
but it was as if the light were only vaguely aware of 
them, a momentary wavering, a faint nod of recogni- 
tion, and then a passing by. Gently prying with his 
shovel, Brint carefully removed about six inches of 
loose rock from the bottom of the wall, eventually un- 
covering the source of the light. It was a small egg- 
shaped stone, as smooth as if it had been finely 
polished in the shop of Farasil the Jeweler. The 
stone appeared to have a mottled brown color, but 
at the same time it emitted a brilliant white light 
which passed through the coloring as it had the 
sand and gravel which moments before had 
covered the stone itsett. As Brint brought the stone 
out into the well proper on the tip of his shovel, the 
light became so bright that he thought it odd that he 
could even tell what color the stone actually was. 
The brown was there, but so was the warm, piercing 
white light. The quality of that light was like nothing 
he had ever seen before, almost as if it had some 
kind of substance to it, ... as if it were possible to be 
filled to overflowing by it. Then Brint sensed that it 
was his own perception of the light that had been ef- 
fected and the longer that 
he gazed upon the stone 
the more certain he was 
that that was the case. It 
was as if he were seeing 
with two sets of eyes; one 
pair perceiving the outward 
features of the stone, the 
other seeing within the 
stone and delighting in its 
essence. That inward 
quality of the light seemed 
familiar to him, but what it 
was exactly eluded him. It 
seemed to be a resonance, 
an echo inside of him, an 
echo of light. He fully ex- 
pected, however, that 
whatever it was that struck 
him so would come to him 
at any moment like a 
pranksterish friend waiting 
to jump out from a dark 
comer of his memory to 
surprise him. Brint gingerly 
picked up the stone and, as 
after so distressing an experience that had so 
recently transpired, was short-lived within him. He 
crawled to where his shovel lay and, using it to 
brace himsett, slowly edged his way around the wall 
of the cistern to the focus of his attention. 
he looked at it, he discerned that the origin of the 
light was deep within or maybe even beyond the 
center, if that could be; he felt that he was looking 
into the stone further than the stone was through. 
He turned the stone over in his hand and saw an 
etching or an engraving that he had not noticed 
before scribed in an ancient, yet recognizable form 
of Salasian script. 
"The Salasians: Brint murmured. "This thing 
must be at least five thousand years old." 
The Salasians had been destroyed by the hand 
of the Betrayer, or so went the Tales. Some in 
Brint's village doubted that they ever existed, that 
they had been invented by the Mythcrafters to com- 
fort the romantically inclined, those who desired to 
harken back to a better time because the present 
seemed too pitiful, too low, and beyond redemption. 
His father was one who so asserted but nonethe- 
less suffered his son to sit beside Farasil the 
Jeweler at the Common Fire and listen to the 
legends. Many were the legends of the mighty and 
of Mordus, the center of all Salasia, glittering in the 
wrap of the Buckler of Timas like adamant, a city 
without parallel, a dwelling of lights and perfections, 
and Brint had drunk them all in as a thirsty man in a 
wasteland. 
"A stone with Salasian script buried sixty-five feet 
in the earth," marveled Brint. "I wonder what stories 
this stone would tell if it could only speak? How long 
has it been hidder. here and how did it get here?" 
Brint lifted the stone to eye-level, rubbing his 
thumb over the writing in an effort to see it more 
elearly, but to his astonishment, the surface of the 
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Brilliant spiders waltz and whirl 
Behind the sky-bowl, 
Spinning the delicate wheels 
To keep our toy-universe in order 
And chase away the mischievous mice 
Who are trying to nibble away 
At the sun's gaudy cheese; 
They've already made soft nests 
From the instruction-book, 
And when our arachnid mechanics leave, 
Who will know how to tend us? 
The mice will be certain 
To chew through our invisible string, 
Then we'll fall into a corner, 
Neglected, to rust and crumble 
Into a heap of dark dust. 
by Elizabeth Hillman 
SKY-TOY 
singers who had been One, drift into themselves; 
together, but apart. The fire murmurs beyond the 
hearthstone, whispering, echoing the fading pas- 
sage of the Song. 
"Oh, Grandfather", says his mother's image, 
"must we end the song." 
David, the golden-haired. interrupts, "It hasn't 
ended, I can still hear it, as though we were still sing- 
ing, off in the forest, but listening here." 
The old man turns to his daughter and softly 
says, "I believe that the Craftblood runs in your son, 
deep and true. It was the same for me when I was 
his age. It began quietly at first and then it began to 
fill me up with the music of the free wind, with the 
harmony of the sky and of the earth, and with the 
poesy of all living things; filled to overflowing, so 
that. as you say, I could not contain them." The old 
man rises and places the harsoon in the corner out 
of harm's way. The daughter/mother and he who 
would one day be Craftmaster of Eversongs retire 
from the room, but the older boy lingers before the 
fire, contemplative, mystified, as his expression 
reveals. 
"You want to know what Becomes of Brint and 
why his names are in the Stone," smiles his 
Grandfather. 
"Well, Mother has heard the Song before, and 
David heard more than I did. I'm the only one who 
doesn't know what happens next," complains the 
boy. 
"It is a great gift to hear the Song; it is as great a 
gift to want to know why it is sung. Look for me in 
the Garden on the morrow and I will sing to you of 
The Pillar. The Seat of the Seer." 
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As dry leaves slowly settle once released from the 
whirling exultance of a late summer wind, the five 
* * * * * 
stone was as smooth over the writing as it was on 
the rest of the stone; the writing was on the inside of 
the stone. Brint squinted his eyes against the bright- 
ness of the light attempting to read the writing which 
he perceived to be at the very heart of the stone. 
Still he could not discern the writing, the tiny charac- 
ters wavering like butterflies in a spring clover field, 
effectively avoiding his concentrated attention. He 
looked around the bottom of the well trying to find a 
more advantageous place to look at the stone and 
its elusive writing. As there seemed to be more out- 
side light at the crest of the dig pile at the center of 
the well, he decided to climb to the top. 
"I wonder if it is worth anything, if Josiah would 
buy it?" he mused as he clambered toward the sum- 
mit of the pile. At this last thought, Brint felt an ex- 
cruciating pain his right hand, his fingers gripping 
the stone as if they were part of it. Brint shook with 
the pain and tried to throw the stone away. His 
fingers would not loosen; the suffering radiated up 
his arm into his shoulder, then to his neck, and even- 
tually behind his eyes. He stood now shaking in tor- 
ment at the crest of the rock and sand, his head 
again thrown back, his mouth agape screamless, 
his right hand high above his head. A gibbous moon 
lay circumscribed in the well mouth; a pale, ivory 
pupil in a blue lidless eye. Panic arose as a specter 
companion to his pain and the cold clutch of what 
Brint imagined to be the Betrayer began anew its 
crushing grip. 
"No!" he cried, trying to drive away the resur- 
rected fear. "I will not betray!" 
As if warding off the power of the Black Destruc- 
tion, Brint brought his hands to his face, the stone 
still in his right hand. As the stone passed between 
his eyes and the pale moon, it began to sing with a 
voice like leaden crystal, only higher and more pierc- 
ing. Then it erupted into a great blossom of white 
fire which enveloped and pulled him into what was 
the very core of the flame. Suddenly, the letters 
which he had seen inscribed within the stone stood 
before him; ... white dancing letters; ... letters forming 
what Brint knew to be words of power; ... words of 
power which caused his mind to reel in numb- 
ness; ... not strange, but new; ... not words, but 
names; ... and not just names. but unity. The names, 
the powers, the fires, and the song of the stone bore 
him away like thistle down on the wind. Brint's con- 
sciousness faded, his senses crumbling into the ruin 
of incomprehension, his wavering intellect perceiv- 
ing only the beginnings of the significance of the 
names written within the stone. They were his own. 
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was home for summer vacation I got a phone call. It 
was the editor, who says, "I've read your story, I 
loved it, is $500 enough?" 
And, trying to be as cool as I could, I said, "Yeah, 
sure!" 
He then asked me if I had written anything longer. 
As a matter of fact I had written the first draft of .GQd 
~and I had managed to get myself an agent, 
primarily because I had run into someone who was 
just starting and needed people in her stable, so I'd 
sent her a copy of the story. I told him that she had 
it, and he said, "Oh, I'm having lunch with her." I 
1b.ink he was already having lunch with her; I don't 
think it had anything to do with her having my 
manuscript. 
LMM: Nice serendipity! 
PCH: Y.filY.. nice! That was the second time in this 
conversation I was sort of picking myself up off the 
floor without trying to make it obvious over the 
telephone. So he had it for months and kept telling 
me, yes, he wanted it, yes, he wanted it. I began to 
think after a while that there must have been some- 
thing wrong. Turned out that he was in a power 
struggle at Berkley and was on his way out. He 
went out and he took the manuscript with him. 
Next thing I knew I was getting letters from Jean 
Karl at Athenaeum, to whom I had NOT submitted, 
whose name I only knew by reputation, and she 
was negotiating for the novel. Third time I was pick- 
ing myself up off the floor! Basically, it sold and 
things have just gone on from there. I'm not prolific. 
I only have two novels and the third one in progress 
and something like five short stories. but it's a 
stream of luck and everything's sold. 
But it was just getting going and I got the start, 
again, through Clarion. Without that I don't know 
how long it would have taken, or at this point, if I'd 
be where I am at all. Probably not. 
You just have to be tremendously persistent; I 
can say all sorts of things about that. Keep submit- 
ting, keep re-submitting. People change. Editors 
move from house to house; if you find an editor who 
likes your stuff and is giving you personalized rejec- 
tions (everybody laughs) - well, they're better than 
the form things, especially some of the form letters, 
which are insulting in any way you can think of - 
then keep track of where that person goes and if 
they can't buy you for one house perhaps they'll be 
able to do it for the next one. It's musical editors. 
You've got a favorite editor, write 'em - it really 
works. Such are my words of wisdom. 
LMM: In terms of the workshop experience, clear- 
ly it was significant for you to make those initial con- 
P.C. Hodgen, author of God Stalk and Dark of 
the Moon, was one of the many authors who at- 
tended Mythcon XIX in Berkeley last summer. She 
was good enough to meet with the Mythic Circle 
writers' roundtable and share some of her experien- 
ces with us. The following is transcribed from a low- 
quality tape; when it was possible to recognize a 
speaker's voice I have identified them - others are 
noted as "ct." Hope you enjoy it. 
LMM: How did you first break into the market? 
PC: Basically, I made my first sales through the 
Clarion Writers' Workshop which I got into immedi- 
ately after college. I had known all my life that I 
wanted to be a writer but I had been very much a 
'closeted' person about this. I hadn't told anybody 
that I wanted to do it, and had not written much, as 
a matter of fact. But when I got into college, there 
was a science fiction weekend. Damien Knight and 
Kate Wilhelm were there. I asked them, "What 
would you suggest for somebody that wants to write 
fantasy or science fiction?" And they, who had just 
come back from Clarion, said, "Go to Clarion." I'd 
never heard of Clarion before but I thought, "Well, 
they must know." 
When I got done with college, I took ott a year 
and wrote - did nothing else; this was between col- 
lege and graduate school. At the end of that year I 
went to Clarion and found myself in this wonderful 
situation, surrounded by fantasy and science fiction 
writers; first time in my~ that had been the case. 
I'd never been able to talk to anyone like that for an 
extended period of time. Another great thing about it 
was that some of these teachers who were profes- 
sional writers were also professional editors, so 
when it came time to make my sales. I sold my first 
story to Kate for the Clarion anthology. I can't 
remember the second one I sold (laughs) - I think it 
was a Clarion connection. So the workshop was 
tremendously good at getting me on the track very 
quickly. Simply the fact that I was being told by 
people like Kate and Harlan Ellison that I could 
write, after being afraid even to admit this ambition 
to anyone. was a revelation I can hardly express to 
this day. 
But anyway, I sold my first stories through 
Clarion. I had been writing the novel but I'd also 
been trying to sell this piece which I'd originally 
produced for Clarion and had been rewriting peri- 
odically for five years, submitting it anyplace I could 
think of. The last place I submitted to was Berkley, 
which was publishing the Be[kley Showcase anthol- 
ogy series. I thought, "if I don't get it this time, I'm 
going to shelve it; it must be no good." Second day I 
INTERVIEW WITH P.C. HODGELL 
CISL: Gwyneth, you talked in Mythic Circle about 
critical etiquette while you've been teaching creative 
writing in that class, and what constitutes good or 
appropriate critical etiquette. Do you want to say a 
couple of words about that? 
G.HOOD: Well, it's really very hard to find. You 
want to keep balance between having critics so sen- 
sitive they won't say anything that could possibly 
hurt anyone's feelings and being so violent they do 
not care. On the extreme, people who deliberately 
make satirical attacks on a submitted manuscript 
just for the sake of showing how clever they are, are 
NOT to be tolerated. That's wrong. That is destruc- 
tive and it's no use, really, to the writer. Critical eti- 
quette involves looking at a piece and trying to 
figure how what the writer is trying to do and trying 
to say things which might help the writer to ac- 
complish it. If you can point out real flaws that the 
writer might be able to correct, that's constructive, 
too, that can be helpful to the writer, but I really 
think that when you see people just sort of sharpen 
their critical claws on a piece of work to show that 
they are wits -- maybe they're not such bad people 
that the workshop members should be screened, 
but tum the conversation other directions ... 
PC: You need somebody in control, certainly, not 
just letting these things run their course. 
CISL: Yeah, good point. 
LMM: And it think it's very important, in that situa- 
tion and maybe when you go out, seeking an in-per- 
son workshop, that you really listen to your 
response to the leader. You may get vibes. If the 
two of you have a natural antipathy you may end up 
being the goat, for reasons that have nothing to do 
with your skill or your ability. Be responsive to that, 
because one workshop may work very well for one 
writer while the same workshop may not be good for 
another writer. Really look at the leader because a 
good leader will step in and redirect it, in a way, be- 
cause there ARE people who get off on that. Like, 
"I've got a meaner tongue than you do, so there!" 
PC: Especially because you frequently run into 
people with very sensitive egos in these workshop 
situations and, if they are that sensitive, they get 
their egoboo from tearing down somebody else. 
You can SEE it happening, but knowing intellectual- 
ly what's going on is not necessarily going to help 
you cope with the emotional fallout. It's like being 
mugged. 
CISL: It IS being mugged. It's being mugged in 
an important place. 
ct.: But a good leader will not let people get away 
with sloppy generalities. 
G.HOOD: Yes, always try to point to something 
specific, pin your reaction to something in a specific 
part of the story. Sometimes you can't... 
S.BEACH: You've made the point - one has to 
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tacts - in terms of selling - and maybe to get you out 
of the closet as a writer, but what would your as- 
sessment of the experience be, as to how it 
changed or developed your writing; how influential 
was that? 
PC: Clarion was my first workshop, and I hadn't 
written a lot at that point, so it was more like being 
made aware of my mistakes and other people's mis- 
takes; but I was still just working with my primary 
material. I was changed rmch more by the continu- 
ing workshop I got involved in after that, which was 
in Minneapolis. I was almost unmade by Milford. I 
should talk about that at some point: what to do 
when a workshop gets nasty. 
LMM: I think that's very il'll)Ortant - maybe you 
want to talk about it right now. We've established, if 
in a very light-weight and general way, that 
workshops can be very important and very positive ... 
PC: And they can be extraodrinarily negative and 
destructive, too, if you get into a workshop with the 
wrong people: there are some very dangerous 
people floating around out there who end up in 
these things. 
CISL: Perhaps wind up running them for self-ag- 
grandizement reasons, if nothing else, because I've 
heard some pretty awful stories, too, from friends. 
PC: It's hard to know exactly what to say. Milford 
was unfortunate because we had one or two REAL 
class-A jerks, and I will not name names on tape 
(laughter) ... 
CISL: Maybe later--! 
PC: I was the goat of the workshop, for some 
reason. I had just sold God Stalk. It was the only 
thing I had to bring, which was unfortunate because 
they were dealing mostly with short fiction and here 
I came, wham, with a full novel manuscript; it was 
the only thing I could bring. Nobody read it until the 
last day, practically, and they tore me to pieces, 
especially the one or two who were "into" that sort 
of criticism. You could see them going around the 
circle, each one thinking of something worse to say 
about it 'til we got to the absolute hatchet man. I 
could just SEE him sitting there, thinking, "All right, 
how can I top what the last person said?" His com- 
ment was: "I'm going to give you probably the only 
constructive advice you'll get from this whole 
workshop - publish it under a pseudonym so you 
won't ruin your reputation.· I take a certain degree 
of pleasure in the fact that HE is now publishing 
under a pseudonym! (laughter) 
LMM: There is no vindictiveness in this woman--! 
PC-: I will say no more about that! But that's a 
problem. In the situation I got into, people were 
simply allowed to talk as long as they wanted to and 
no one else was supposed to speak, so you got into 
these situations where the person who was speak- 
ing would tear you into confetti. 
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PC: I had to move away from my old one and 
there isn't any where I am now. I still feel that loss. 
L.WOELTJEN: I'm involved in a writers' group 
that's very small, very serious, in Orange County; 
we have one writer who's published 27 books of fan- 
tasy and science fiction so we're on a professional 
level. The way we got started was through a class 
that Adult Education offered and we found the few 
people that spoke fantasy, spoke science fiction - 
and there are very few in those classes - and we 
said, "Okay, let's keep this going." Get a few people 
that you trust, that you feel are on the same 
wavelength and of similar seriousness about writ- 
ing ... 
CISL: A good thing to keep in mind about writers' 
groups, I've seen this in two or three different instan- 
ces where a group works really well and the people 
start to work together for a long time: their styles 
start to look the same and they're all making the 
same mistake; they really like each others' work so 
they start to resemble each other stylistically and 
they don't see the flaws. So if you can get new 
blood coming in, even somebody who writes in a to- 
tally opposite genre - get a horror person or if 
they're into fantasy get a science fiction person. 
There's going to be some vigorous interchange but 
you're getting real feedback. 
LMM: I'm wondering how you dealt with this nega- 
tive experience and how you came away from that 
and resolved it, said, "Wait a minute, these guys 
don't know," - that process. That can be really impor- 
tant, too: if you get devastated to have some sort of 
a model of 'working through lt.' 
PC: Well, obviously I did. After that workshop I 
thought it (God Stalk) must be terrible; if I hadn't al- 
ready SOLD the thing ... (laughter} 
CISL: Maybe that's what made him so mad, 
knowing that you'd got a sale. 
PC: These were all professional writers; I don't 
think anybody had sold to Athenaeum, per se, but... 
ct.: Did they know you'd sold it already? 
PC: Yes. Looking back, it's a bit hard to under- 
stand. But they were also heavily into science fic- 
tion, as opposed to fantasy, which I think had a lot 
to do with it. This workshop wasn't focused on the 
sorts of things that I was trying to do and wasn't 
necessarily responding appropriately; I say this after 
a distance of something like ten years. For about 
tant. 
ct.: Have you used writers' groups at any point in 
your career, those of you who have published crea- 
tively? 
PC:Yes. 
LMM: Are you currently involved in a writing 
group or workshop? 
learn to accept the criticism, too. 
PC: It's a fine line, knowing what to accept and 
what to reject, especially if you're anything like me, 
and a lot of writers are. I think we're very sensitive, 
potentially insecure people. 
LMM: How did you deal with it, personally? 
PC: I burst out crying, and that's incredibly embar- 
rassing. (lots of commiserating sounds} 
LMM: Because, for somebody whose whole pur- 
pose is to see if you'll break, it's like, ·oh! I won! I 
got to her!" 
PC: Well, he scored all right. 
CISL: Was there a moderator? 
PC: There was someone who was supposed to 
be in charge but he just sat there and never stepped 
in; not only with me but with anybody else. either. It 
was negative leadership. He's a very laid back per- 
son; I guess that's just what he thought his role 
was ... 
LMM: At that point, with the initial response being 
a very emotional and very understandable 
response, most people that are creative - as writers, 
as artists, as musicians - are very sensitive; I mean, 
that's a part of what makes you be creative, you ab- 
sorb things and you chum them around and you put 
them back out... 
PC: It's like being without an extra outer layer of 
skin. Especially where your own work is involved: 
everything is like sandpaper and you aren't 
protected in the same way you are from many other 
things. 
ct.: How do you see a writers' group differing, 
good or bad, from a writers' workshop? Granted, 
somebody gets paid in a workshop, which always in- 
dicates to me more of a teaching mode: I'm here to 
learn something from a professional; they should 
share their skills with me. What you're saying is that 
often they don't, they do it merely as an exercise to 
sharpen their wits - but a writers' circle, is that what 
Mythic Circle is? 
CISL: Exactly. It's a writers' forum: people submit 
and respond in LOCs. We publish a range of 
stories. A lot of them are really excellent. Some of 
them are flawed but we feel there's something in the 
story that's entertaining, that's good, that has pos- 
sibilities, and the flaws are things that, if people 
writer letters in and respond, the author is going to 
learn from the feedback and would be able to cor- 
rect. They're at a point in their development where 
they just need other people's eyes reading the 
material and saying, "Gosh, I really like your main 
character but he wasn't quite clear enough for me; 
"Oh, that's what I need to do, I need to focus more; 
etcetera. So we have a very long letters of comment 
section. 
PC: Getting that reaction is trernendousfy impor- 
PC: Of course it's nonsense. But it happens, 
especially if it's mare versus stallion. 
LMM: "How dam you?r 
T.CALLAHAN: Would you think that requiring 
people to criticize specifics would short circuit a lot 
of that? Ground rules that you have to criticize a 
specific point and you have to be responsible for 
defending your criticism? 
CISL: Also to make sure that you're criticizing the 
work that you just read or heard, that you're not 
criticizing the person. You may think that writer's a 
scumbag, but if he's written a good piece of work 
then don't go looking for things ... 
T.CALLAHAN: If you had to nail it down to 
specifics, say, "I don't like the thus and such," then 
it would kind of short circuit that. I'm sure some will 
still be creative enough to find a way to be nasty but 
it would tend to make it harder, at least. 
CISL: There's nit-picking but then there are 
genuine reactions like, "Gosh, that really made me 
sad," or "That's the funniest story I've ever heard." ff 
you have a negative reaction you have to define it: 
why didn't this work for me? You're not saying that, 
"I'm God and you're the little toad down there and 
this is the word," you're just saying as a reader, I 
didn't react to this. My modus operandi, when I write 
back to people who write to Mythic Circle is: r write 
to them as a person who reads an awful lot of stuff. 
I say, "When r read your story I really liked this and 
this, but in this scene here I got lost, I couldn't tell 
what was happening - maybe if you did this or if you 
did that..." I'm sure it's the same with you, Lynn. 
LMM: No, actually, I put things in a pile and say, 
"Eeeny, meeeny, miney, moe," and I'm nice to 
these guys and these are my scapegoats, and 
these ... 
CISL: That's how I grade papers! 
LMM: I'm sorry, I was being a wise-ass and I in- 
terrupted somebody over here - 
G.HOOD: I was going to say something but then I 
don't know how well it applies. The kind of 
workshop I'm most familiar with has been the 
academic workshop, mostly with students, most of 
whom will not be professionals although a few of 
them are very talented and might be, and they have 
not tended to get into this kind of negative thing 
you're talking about. My only experience with that 
was, in fact, in a professional workshop in a con- 
ference recently and I've never seen anything like it 
before and I was shocked. Through my experience, 
people who are not professionals do not tend to do 
this to each other, to anything like the same extent. 
One person will tum around and defend another 
and the leader only gets involved as the last resort 
in case there does seem to be a pattern developing, 
but it doesn't really happen very often, in my ex- 
perience. 
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two months afterward I couldn't even look at my 
novel. If I had not sold it and did not at that point 
have a commitment to rewrite, I don't know what 
would have happened. But it took me a long time to 
get back any sense of self-confidence about it, or 
about myself as a writer. To some extent I don't 
think I ever entirely did recover. 
CISL:Yuck. 
PC: I'm not sure how inspiring that is-I 
ct.: Maybe there should be a support group for 
victims of bad workshops (laughter}. 
PC: It can be extremely good or extremely bad. 
Clarion, for me, was the most wonderful thing up to 
now that has ever happened to me, really. I'd been 
afraid to write, I'd been afraid to talk to people, to 
say I had this interest. I'd always been a lonely kid 
without anyone who shared this interest. God, it was 
a ready-made family. It was wonderful. For the first 
time in my life I realized what it would be like to 
have extended kin and to have people to talk to. So 
it can be an incredible experience, if it works proper- 
ly. That's certainly worth trying for. 
ct.: I have a question, I haven't been in one of 
these workshops, but if somebody's really tearing 
somebody up like that, why does it have to be the 
leader who interrupts? Why can't one of the other 
aspirants come in and say, "Wait a minute, this isn't 
right, stop." 
LMM: Social acceptance of authority, group 
dynamics ... 
PC: It takes a certain amount of nerve, in your- 
self. It's so much easier to have a goat. If the situa- 
tion will permit it and especially if you're not friends, 
if you've come together exclusively for this purpose, 
as I did at Milford, with these other writers I'd never 
met before, it was a lot easier to dump on some- 
body. There wasn't a strong leader who had that 
sense of, "Let's defend each other from unwar- 
ranted attack or criticism." But that was a special cir- 
cumstance; if you know the other people and you 
care for each other, I would think there would be 
much more responsibility. 
ct.: I would think that somebody would have the 
feeling that, "I was once in that position as a young 
writer .. ." 
PC: It's the ground rules. It depends on how it's 
set up, and in this case it was set up perfectly for 
that sort of attack. I'm still furious. 
LMM: I think that unfortunately you sometimes 
get into situations where you have the pattern of the 
"old stallion" trying to defend his territory, his proper- 
ty, from the "new stallions" coming in and it's nice to 
think that writers are mutually supportive of each 
other, but there are people out there who think, 
"Wait a minute!" If she makes a sale that's one less 
sale for me." 
ct.: That's nonsense! 
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We got into further discussion of specific groups 
and the manner in which they handle material, the 
importance of "doing your homework" before going 
to writers' meetings and the pros and cons of read- 
ing short pieces out loud, recognizing that some 
folks speak better than others. We then asked for a 
show of hands from participants who had brought 
original manuscripts with them; there were lots of 
folks and NO super short stories and we had just 
my year who are professional writers now and some- 
day may be buying stories. It's an investment. 
CISL: They have different groups of writers, too, 
conducting it. You might not like the works of some 
of the people leading one year so you might want to 
wait a year. There's another real good one: Jane 
Yolen does one called Centrum in Seattle; she just 
finished it (end of July) and quite a few Centrum 
people graduate into making sales. 
PC: Also Writers' Magazine often lists some -- not 
these ones necessarily, but if Orson Scott Card is 
off at XYZ University they will list it. These are usual- 
ly like weekend conferences, but they might be 
worth looking into. 
T.KELLER: And there are two Clarions, too. 
There's Clarion West; that's also in Seattle. In terms 
of travel it's cheaper and is recently not that heavily 
attended so it's easier to get in. Get in touch with 
Seattle Community College; that's what it's run 
through, and they'll send you all the information. I 
don't think their track record is as good as Clarion 
East because they haven't been going as long but a 
couple of people who have gone in the past four or 
five years have started making consistent profes- 
sional sales. If you're interested in writing fantasy, 
it's not the best place. Clarion West is not real sup- 
portive of fantasy; they tend to get into hardware 
problems, they tend to obsess ... 
LMM: Lots of buckles. Kind of like Michael Jack- 
son. You ~now, hardware. (groans) Never mind! 
ct.: One thing I'd like to say, if you intend to start 
your own writers' circle, make sure you have a 
leader. No leader means nothing gets done. I say 
that from experience. People start talking about 
other things and you get late starts into actual criti- 
ques. It won't work and it won't last without a leader. 
T.KELLER: Another really important thing is to 
read each other's work ahead of time. to come 
prepared - get your homework done. This group 
wasn't willing to spend money on xerox copies and 
they weren't willing to mail each other's stuff around 
so we got there and the first hour was spend pass- 
ing manuscripts from hand to hand and you're trying 
to read about 30 pages of stuff as fast as you can. 
people next to you are waiting for it, and you're 
trying to write down notes and remember something 
coherent to say. It was~ unhelpful. 
PC: That could be; maybe it really is a 
phenomenon of the professionals getting together. 
LMM: Although my first workshop experience 
was at Los Angeles City College, maybe fifteen 
years ago, and I think only the teacher had made 
sales, and yet there were certain people who had 
been in the workshop for a couple of semesters and 
were sort of his designated sharks - he'd send them 
out on people. So it can happen. I think a great deal 
of it has to do with the tone the leadership sets and 
in your case, where you're leading a workshop, 
that's not the tone you're going for. 
G.HOOD: This is true. I would try to discourage 
that kind of thing if I saw it. All teachers have dif- 
ferent styles and some might actually encourage 
that kind of thing. 
LMM: I think this particular teacher had an at- 
titude, sort of a belligerent attitude, of "You're going 
to go out there into the world? You're going to get 
rejections, you better get used to it now." But really 
with an edge. It's true, you're going to get rejections, 
but you didn't have to be cruel about it. 
G.HOOD: There's also the problem that you don't 
want to frighten the critics out of saying things. 
Sometimes students will very sincerely hate a piece 
and it's important for the writer to get some sense of 
that reaction so you can't prevent - you shouldn't 
prevent - anyone from saying, "I hate the piece," but 
you should try to make them define it. What do you 
hate about it, what exactly makes you hate the char- 
acter, why do you feel complete contempt for the 
work? Is it the language, is it the event, is it the way 
it's set? So the writer is going to have to handle 
some very genuine negative reactions, but they 
ought to be tied to something specific; personal at- 
tacks and vague attacks, just saying, "I hate it and 
I'm not going to define it," should not be allowed. Or 
they shouldn't be encouraged. It helps both the critic 
and the writer to try to define it. 
ct.: Painful though the negative feedback is, you 
do need some. I've seen workshops where the 
people did all know each other that went to the 
other extreme and you don't make any progress 
that way; you're all so concerned with no hurting 
each others' feelings, with the fact that you'll be 
seeing this person once or twice a week ... 
PC: That's a hard line to walk. 
LMM: Other people with workshop experiences 
or questions? 
ct.: How do you go about finding these 
workshops? 
CISL: Clarion is advertised in Locus and other 
magazines. 
PC: You have to sign up a long time in advance 
and it's expensive. but it's a hell of a short cut, if you 
get teachers who like you and if you make contacts 
there - I'm still in touch with a number of people in 
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1 Instead, 
I may as well have 
stayed on earth 
as some computer 




I'd feel part of 
the wide wonder of space 
as my animal galloped 
cross the galaxy, 
hooves barely touching 
one star 
before skipping 
onto the next. 
I'd rather ride a white horse 
through the heavens 
than be cramped 
in this rocket ship. 
by John Grey 
HORSE AND RIDER Of course, 
some day 
that same computer 
will guide me sat ely 
back to earth 
whereas the horse 
will eventually collapse and die, - cr- 
drop me like a stone 
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mer in Vancouver. You are all invited to participate: 
bring 5 or 6 copies of a short story (or 5-6 copies of 
poems) with a blank comment sheet attached to 
each copy. Hopefully there will be a dedicated 
"writers' room" where we can leave manuscripts 
and follow a procedure similar to last year's success- 
ful workshop. 
The conference is also sponsoring a small, 
closed-session writers' workshop with two or three 
professional authors to provide individual critiques. 
Story length is a maximum of 5,000 words. Because 
of the speed with which Mythcon XX _is approach- 
ing, if you are interested in this closed session 
workshop, please telephone Eileen Kernaghan at 
(604) 435-6500 to query whether space is still avail- 
able. Five copies of the manuscript, typed & double- 
spaced (near-letter quality dot matrix is acceptable) 
with large margins (for comment space) will be re- 
quired, plus $4.00 to offset the cost of postage. 
Mythcon XX Writing Workshop, c/o Neville Books, 
5211 Neville Street, Burnaby, B.C. V5J 2H6, 
Canada. BE SURE YOU CALL FIRST! We have been invited to have another Mythic Circle Writers· Roundtable at Mythcon XX this sum- 
Ultimately, this led to our decision to send the 
writers out to the many copy shops in Berkeley 
where folks made 4-6 copies of their stories. The 
stories were then left in the room with a separate 
comment sheet attached to each copy and par- 
ticipants were invited to take a story, make written 
comments, then bring i back to the room and trade 
it in for another story, and so forth. We arranged to 
meet after evening programming on the next two 
nights; some people would wander in for an hour of 
discussion and then wend their way back to the Bar- 
dic Circle or other events that caught their fancy. It 
worked very well and gave all interested parties a 
chance to read as many stories as they liked, taking 
as much time as they needed. 
about run through our allotted time. However, the 
room was exclusively ours and we didn't need to 
clear out for any other panel or event. 
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nothing; now I am old and I've lost everything. 
Reget had left because the studies had become too 
tedious, the volumes too dusty. the tasks too routine 
and he too arrogant. Instead, he had set out to 
prove his superiority and, for a time, did well, ac- 
cumulating riches and praise. But he had continued 
to reach. He always needed one more conquest. It 
had taken time -- a dozen years -- but his arrogance 
had finally surpassed his talent. But I'm back now, 
he thought. I'll have to grovel a bit, but he'll take me 
back. 
His grim, weathered face still stared at him from 
the bucket. He thrust his hands through his reflec- 
tion and vigorously splashed water on his face. 
Reget leaned against the door frame. His 
adrenaline was ebbing, and he felt worn and 
stretched, like a threadbare cloak. As his eyes be- 
came adjusted to the diminished light, he began to 
discern objects in the room: broken crockery, aban- 
doned utensils, even disintegrating books of magic 
and lore. Reget had no fondness for the books -- 
they symbolized all that he hated about his appren- 
ticeship: long hours of study to glean small nuggets 
of useful information. And all the old wizards 
seemed to have a great preoccupation with their 
"inner-selves". Yet he flinched at their poor condi- 
tion. As an apprentice he had aroused Frin's wrath 
by mistreating a book. And he was disturbed by 
Frin's residence, too. Frin merely existed in a decay- 
ing hovel on the edge of the Wasteland. Perhaps he 
has had as great a fall as I, thought Reget, his new- 
found hope quickly dissipating. 
Reget picked out Frin's shape hunched over a 
table pushed into the shadows of the room; he was 
rummaging through the clutter that covered the 
table. Reget noticed that Frin was considerably thin- 
ner than he had been years before. He looked frail. 
"You were hard to find; Reget said. "Why live 
here?" 
"To avoid distractions; Frin replied curtly. "You 
are disturbing me." 
"You saw why. I need your help." 
"I cannot save you from your demon. Certainly 
you learned that much." 
Panic gripped Reget's throat. He had known that 
Frin might not be able to do anything, even if per- 
suaded, but he had always pushed this thought 
back. Frin is a great wizard, he kept telling himself. 
He can drive the demon away. 
Beneath the austere sun, a spinning cloud of dust 
rose from the hardpan ground and whipped toward 
Reget. A chill rippled through him as he watched 
the gyrating motes coalesce into a towering demon 
the color of twilight. 
"No!" Reget cried. "I'm so close." 
He fled through the dried grass, stumbling over 
the uneven ground and crashing through the 
tangled limbs of manzanita trees. His stomach 
cramped, and his legs became leaden. Sweat 
trickled into his eyes, blurring his view of the solitary 
house that he had locked his eyes on. It was his 
only hope for sanctuary. 
The wind rushed about him, and a huge hand 
covered his shoulder. It spun him about, and, as he 
stumbled to his knees, he glimpsed a streak of blue. 
He buried his face between his legs and wept. 
While he wept, the air became still; Reget sensed 
the demon gloating. Silently, he cursed his luck, he 
cursed the demon, he even cursed his arrogance in 
calling forth a such a powerful entity. Mostly he 
cursed the wizard Frin, his former mentor. It was he 
Reget was seeking to succor him from the demon. 
And, by having moved to the edge of the Waste- 
land, had caused Reget to expose himself to the 
demon. 
Reget, resigning himself, blinked away tears and 
sand and looked up submissively. 
Glaring at him was a familiar old man with tanned 
skin and silver hair and dressed in a faded brown 
robe. 
"Frin," Reget cried. "You saved me!" 
"I think not," the wizard replied. He turned and 
walked away. 
Reget stood, brushed away sand and started 
after Frin. He followed his former mentor to the 
entrance of the small house. It was crudely made of 
adobe bricks baked by the sun to an ash-gray. 
Cracks, some menacingly large, crisscrossed the 
walls. 
"Clean yourself," Frin told Reget, and entered his 
home. 
Reget stepped to the well and pulled up the pail. 
He peered into its moss-lined depths. His face, once 
round with fat, was now narrow and taunt. Creases, 
like the cracks on the tavern wall, lined his face. 
He rasped a cynical, bitter laugh. So this is what 
I've gained, he thought, recalling his days as Frin's 
apprentice. I believed I was getting old and gaining 
by Patrick McGinn 
THE OPAQUE CRYSTAL 
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The next morning, Reget peered into the gloom 
of pre-dawn, anxious to begin his journey. Frin 
handed him his replenished traveler's sack. "listen. 
You have two choices. You will either despair or tri- 
umph. But you control the outcome." 
Frin retreated into his home, while Reget placed 
the crystal in his boot and considered Frin's words. 
He's leaving it to me. He hasn't helped me at all. He 
"A lesson you did not learn. The castle is real. It's 
in the Wasteland. But to find it, you must tap the 
magic within you. Search it out and claim its 
treasure. With the treasure, you can battle your 
demon." 
"How do I find it?" 
"With this." Frin held the crystal out, and Reget 
took it. It was oblong, about half the size of Reget's 
thumb, and roughly cut. Reget shifted it in his hand 
to better catch the light. It was clouded, and ab- 
sorbed the sunlight. 
"It's a focus for your magic,· Frin explained. "But 
for it to work, you must place it in your shoe. Savor 
the pain. Let it be the sword that cuts through your 
self-deception and opens a path to your magical 
self." 
Reget's fury burst from him. "You want to 
humiliate me even more," Reget said. "I'm not that 
much of a fool!" 
"You are a fool. You asked for a chance, and now 
you scoff at me." 
Reget tried to hold Frin's gaze, but he knew he 
had already squandered too much: his talent, Frin's 
patronage. He had no choice. He lowered his eyes. 
"I'll do it." 
"You rrust do something!" 
Frin looked at Reget and scrutinized his former 
apprentice. Reget's skin crawled as the wizard 
peered, it seemed, into his soul. Could he read the 
desperation that had moved Reget to seek out a 
mentor he had spurned years before? What did Frin 
guess of Reget's flight after his foolish bravado in 
calling up the demon, and after his so-called friends 
and allies vanished like shadows in the midday 
sun? 
"Who is this demon?" Frin asked. 
"Senter," Reget said. "Of the Seventh Realm," he 
added. 
Frin's hard stare asked the next question: What 
foolishness prompted contacting that powerful a 
demon? 
"To see if I could do it." 
Frin resumed his rummaging. 
"You rrust help me," Reget pleaded. 
"You scorned me," Frin said without looking up. "I 
could have helped you then." 
"Give me some hope!" 
"I will give you this, only to be rid of you." Frin 
said, completing his search. He held up a crystal 
shard. "This is your only hope, though you are too 
obstinate. I doubt it will to do you any good." Reget 
moved toward Frin. 
"Once I told you about a castle that houses a 
great treasure." 
Reget nodded his head. "Yes, yes," he said curt- 
ly, his panic having subsided enough that he was ir- 
ritated by Frin's lecturing. "But I thought that was a 
parable. A story to teach a lesson." 
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"Damn you Frin." 
He rolled over on his back. Above him at the top 
of a low hill was a glistening tower that jutted from a 
jumble of rock. Its curved sides thrust sharply into 
the air, and its milky-white sheen spilled reflected 
sunlight on its sun dulled surroundings. "I'll never 
doubt him again," Reget swore to himseH as he 
scrambled on hands and knees over crumbling 
rock. Having gained the hill's flat top, he stood, 
forced his leg to keep him upright. He faced the 
entrance of the tower. 
There he hesitated. What happens now? Will the 
demon follow? I'll be trapped. He limped over to the 
entrance and peered through the doorless entry. 
The passage went forward only a few feet before 
the delineation between passage and crystal was 
lost in the diffuse light streaming through the crystal. 
Behind him, the demon roared, sending another 
hot burst of wind. Reget turned. The demon con- 
tinued it slow approach. For the first time, Reget 
saw that its face was contorted in agony. Only then 
did he realized the torment he had caused the crea- 
ture by yanking it into the wor1d. It bore down on 
Reget, intent on releasing its agony on him. Reget 
fled into the tower and down the passageway before 
collapsing onto the rock floor. Muffled winds howled 
outside like a predator denied its prey. 
As he lay, regrouping himseH, Reget hoped that 
that the tower's treasure -- if it indeed could defeat 
the demon -- would also deny it entrance to the 
tower. No pursuit materialized, and he sighed in 
relief. That is a valuable trinket, he thought. Now to 
find it. 
He pulled the crystal shard from his shoe and 
stood. He moved slowly toward what he hoped was 
the heart of the tower, but the enveloping glow of 
the light disoriented him. He could only make his 
way by running his hands over the rough, cool 
stone. At one point, he pulled his hands back, and 
he had the sensation of floating. He reached back, 
but he couldn't feel the wall. He moved on, expect- 
ing with each step to smack against an unyielding 
wall. Instead, he felt a subtle resistance, as if he 
were pushing through a viscous liquid. 
Reget continued to move through the tower. He 
began to feel he was adrift in an ocean with no idea 
where the shore was. His mind, too, began to drift, 
and his thoughts were blunted by the haziness. He 
grasp on why he was in the tower was slipping. And 
he had no idea on how to proceed. 
He was jarred back by the demon's unexpected 
appearance. Its face, sneering at Reget, jutted from 
the milky haze, and then its arm and a leg. 
The demon's appearance returned the sharpness 
to Reget's thoughts. He fled, moving as quickly as 
he dared. The hairs on his neck stood on end, and 
his foot throbbed painfully. He began to giggle in 
clamped his teeth, stepped, winced, limped and 
shifted the weight back to his left foot. He repeated 
the movement again and again, painfully making his 
way over trail that led into the Wasteland, cursing 
Frin. But -- with the demon's attack continuously 
reoccurring in his mind - he continued on. 
The trail wound down while the hills on either side 
rose slowly like the breasts of a reclining woman. 
The hills were various shades of brown -- quick- 
growing and faster-dying plants that had withered in 
the summer sun -- interspersed with hardy gray 
plants. Only occasionally did Reget come across un- 
expected patches of green; these he found mostly 
in gulches and depressions where water from the in- 
frequent but potent storms had gathered in pools 
and kept the earth moist. 
All that day Reget traveled across the parched, 
dun-colored earth. His limp became more 
pronounced as the day wore on and, when the sun 
descended, he gladly found shelter under a scrub 
oak. He slept fitfully, often waking to stare out at im- 
agined shapes. 
The next morning, after forcing down some food 
and insipid water, he started out. The hills dropped 
off to reveal mountains that rimmed the huge valley. 
Boulders littered the foothills as if they had been 
sprinkled there by the children of giants. And distant 
winds flung dust at the base of the mountains to 
break there like surf on a beach. 
At midmorning, with the sun already burning fier- 
cely in the brilliant blue sky and the crystal shard 
firmly imbedded in the sole of his foot, Reget 
stopped to rest. He thought again about the unusual 
focus which was becoming increasingly painful. Frin 
was too honorable to decelve him, he knew, but he 
wondered if his wits had been scattered to the 
winds. I always knew that I was a greater wizard 
than he, he thought. I'll soon attain the treasure 
thanks to my own efforts, I shall overcome the 
demon alone. I can do it. He rested his head on the 
t;>oulder and studied the sparkling white clouds. 
A warm breeze caressed across his face, and 
Reget indulged in it for a moment. Then his eyes 
flew open as the breeze spun into a whir1wind. At its 
center was the demon. 
It was haH again as big as Reget, and its yellow 
eyes and teeth gave it a feral visage. Light glistened 
off the blue sheen of its massive chest, giving it the 
appearance of the sky at dusk. It roared, scorching 
Reget with hot wind and scouring his face with sand. 
Ignoring the pain in his foot, Reget ran aimlessly. 
He gasped for breath, and the heat seared his 
throat. 
With his next step, he placed all his weight on his 
right leg. The crystal lanced into his foot, sending 
waves of pain coursing through his leg. He fell, his 
body drenched with chill sweat. 
On days 
when cloud cover 
blocks out the rays 
of the sun. 
seers sit idly by, 
cursing the whims 
of nature 
while kings breathe 
more easily, 
relieved that there 
is no future. 
Light pokes through 
the sculptured lions 
atop the battlements, 
seeks out oriel windows 
above the great hall, 
splashes a fist of yellow 
onto the shimmery floor, 
carves a diagram 
with its gossamer hand, 
a paint-brush of prophesy, 
and mystics stare 
into this heavenly pattern. 
predict wars. victories, 
births, deaths. 
by John Grey 
PREDICTIONS 
you. But be careful. Your pride is what started your 
downfall. It could still lead to it." 
Regel displayed the shard. "I'll keep this to 
remind me. When you gave it to me. it was opaque. 
Now its clear." He pocketed the crystal. He looked 
around at the barren landscape. He was beginning 
to find its solitude inviting. 
"What do I do now?" Reget asked. 
"There are less painful. though more time con- 
suming, methods of reaching your magic," 




The shadows lengthened, and Frin entered his 
home and lit a lamp. Regel, however. stopped at 
the well. He pulled up the pail of water and studied 
his reflection. Then he gently dipped his cupped 
hand into the water and sipped. 
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Regel slowly limped back to Frin, constantly 
churning the events in the tower through his mind. 
He slept deeply that night, and arose ear1y. Near the 
end of the day, he arrived back, and found Frin wait- 
ing for him. 
"Did you find what you sought?" the old man 
asked. 
"No. Not what I sought. But I think I found what 
you hoped I would." 
"You did? And what was that?" 
"What I found was a castle. That is, I created a 
castle that was reflection of myself, and I entered it. 
But what I discovered was myself. That was the 
treasure I found. The treasure was a glimpse of my 
soul.· 
Frin nodded. "But that merely begins your search. 
You must continue to quest after understanding of 
yourself. But you did face your own demon, who is 
far more powerful than any, including Senter." 
"What has happened to Senter?" 
"You'll still have to face him. But only Senter. He 
won't be able to use your self-deception against 
panic. 
I can't continue, he thought. I'll be lost in here 
forever. I mist finish it. I must face the demon. 
By finally deciding to face he demon, he realized 
that he had finally stopped denying the inevitable. 
Frin said he would decide whether to despair or con- 
quer. Now he must decide which. And with that, a 
calm resolve pervaded him. 
He clenched the shard in his hands, taking com- 
fort from the sharp edges, and stared at the demon 
approaching through the haze. As the two adver- 
saries drew closer, Reget realized that it wasn't 
Senter approaching him. It occurred to him that 
Senter hadn't even entered the tower. This was 
something else. The face was narrow, its size was 
equal to his own and its eyes were - sad. Regel 
drew closer. As he did so, the milky haze began to 
dissipate and the opaque crystal began to clear. 
The creature -- the person, Reget decided -- was 
wearing clothes similar to his own: a loose cotton 
shirt and trousers. What Regel had taken for a vi- 
cious sneer was, instead, a grim frown. And what he 
thought was anger, was actually a look of despera- 
tion and pleading. 
As the crystal continued to clear, Reget realized 
that he was separated from the demon by a wall of 
crystal. He reached for the wall, and the figure mir- 
rored the movement. It's not a wall -- it's a reflec- 
tion! I'm looking at myself! 
Then the image faded. The tower disappeared as 
well, and Regel found himself slumped against an 
outcropping of rock. He was staring at the now clear 
crystal shard he held in his hand. 
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Alarm brought me to my feet as I imagined grisly 
happenings about to take place beyond the 
threshold. I reached the door just as they were 
laying the men on logs - exposing them to the bitter 
mountain air. 
Several of the women began to howl, while 
others frantically scratched the ground with their 
nails. A black lamb was torn to pieces •• its blood 
poured into a pit next to where the men were lying. 
They encircled the dark pit, wailing and chanting 
My hostess motioned me over to a corner away 
from the fire; it was there I made my bed for the 
night. But my mind would not allow sleep to enter, 
and I repeatedly stole apprehensive glances at the 
strange characters I was to spend the night with. 
It wasn't long before several of the women rose 
from their positions around the fire. 
"lt's time: I heard one say. 
With that, they began to carry the old men out- 
side, one at a time, into the motionless night. 
"What's going on?" I asked, as the woman 
passed by. 
"Our men are no longer of use to us. They are 
old and sick. It is time.· 
I asked if I might warm myself by her fire. Nod- 
ding in agreement, she silently led me inside. I was 
immediately confronted with a horrifying sight! 
Lying on the dirt floor were three old and decrepid 
men. They were stripped of all clothing, and judging 
by their distorted faces, drugged insensibly! 
Others were congregated around the fire; they 
were dressed in dark clothing, and they were mum- 
bling unintelligibly. No one paid attention to the old 
men -- or to me, for that matter. 
/had been travelling in the mountains for months 
before I stumbled upon a practice I had not im- · 
agined existed. 
The night was shadowy and dark; low clouds 
covered the moon. I knew it was unwise to walk 
through the mountains at night, for danger lay in 
wait beyond every step taken. 
Presently, I came across a cabin tucked obscure- 
ly into the hills. Hoping to take shelter for the night, 
I knocked upon the door. 
A gloomy-looking woman answered and stepped 
uncertainly out into the stillness of the night. She 
was bare-footed, and her dishevelled hair hung un- 
bound over her shoulders. 
by Joyce M. Rattray 
Death Deceived 
And there she lived her living death alone 
until some merry child now tired of play 
would come to amuse his idle youthful day 
and call out loudly, "Sibyl, what do you wish?" 
A voice like a far sounding echo would always reply, 
"I wish to die, I wish to die, ... to die!" 
They hung it reverently in Apollo's halls 
where she could implore her god beyond all ears. 
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Her bird-like voice called vainly to the gods 
who could not take back a gift once godly given. 
So small she shrunk the people thought to help 
by keeping her safe within an earthen jar. 
At first she wore her life like gleaming pearls 
and rolled the years like children hard at play. 
Eventually they weighed like sweating packs 
and left her breathless at lonely funerals. 
Yet she lived on in slow and ceaseless shrivel, 
her lagging spirit dying by degrees. 
Poor deathless creature who once in all her pride 
soug~t only immortality's reward 
for the joy and beauty she gave to all the world. 
The gods were grateful for her long devotion, 
benignly wished to give her something of themselves. 
Apollo came in a dream one night and smiled 
as he touched her lips with the stone of constancy. 
"Behold, dear Sibyl, we have heard and grant your wish. 
Welcome to your world now made immortal!" 
In a Grecian jar carved holy by Apollo 
the voice of Sibyl cries to all who ask, 
"Sibyl, what is they wish?" A hollow reply 
echoes through the shaded temple halls, 
"I wish to die, I wish to die, I wish ... " 
THE GIFT OF SIBYL------------------ 
by Owen R. Neill 
Before my eyes the beards of the men lost their 
greyness. The decay and emaciation vanished. 
The wrinkles in their hollow faces rapidly filled up in 
the fresh body'. 
My mind was terrified and disturbed into a frenzy. 
The very air around me had turned noxious. Their 
chanting grew louder, and I saw the clouds burst in 
the sky. As I watched, the moon turned red and fell 
from the heavens into the hollow clefts of the earth -- 
which opened to receive it. 
The bodies of the men were spumed by the 
ground and lifted erect at the same instant. Their 
eyes were distended open, but remained not of one 
living, but of one dying. 
And with the abandonment of rationality from my 
mind, I shrieked at the world: "Beware there are 
witches and fiends!" 
With a 'demoniac shriek they lunged forward and 
pierced the men's throats, allowing the old blood to 
exude -- then filling the spot with their pungent 
juices. 
in unearthly voices. They threw in roots, and seeds 
and flesh itself -- until it became a swelling froth. 
I stared with hypnotic dread as I realized their 
lives were deeply interwoven with sorcery and black 
magic. I wanted to tum and run - to leave that evil 
place, but hands reached out and clutched me, twist- 
ing around my wrists like handcuffs. 
I struggled and fought against them, but I could 
not break free. Long, bony fingers plucked at my 
coat, andtne creeping horrors crowded around me. 
They laid me down beside the extended, lifeless 
shapes of the aged men. I went rigid with terror as I 
watched them dip their hands into the dark pool of 
gore. 
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"Father,• she asked, at last. 
"why are you shaking?• 
Tanato sighed. "When your mother 
was taken by the Olambromen, she too, 
was working on a leopard face. As a 
matter of fact, she was almost 
finished. 
"What did you do with it?" 
"I burned it." he replied with a 
cringe. "The mask was evil and 
somehow, it .cur-s ed her. Looked just 
like a pagan idol from the old 
religion, it did." 
"I will do as you say, father," 
she said, raising reluctantly from the 
floor and carryng the mask outside. 
But instead of throwing it into the 
river nearby, or burning it, she 
buried the unfinished mask under a 
palm tree not far from ~he family hut. 
She had no intention of giving up her 
creation. With almost two moon cycles 
before the days of the Ordeal, her 
blood itched with the fever of 
compulsion and she took this as an 
omen. If I finish it before harvest's 
end, she thought, 1t may protect me 
from being chosen. And as she got up 
and walked defiantly back to the hut, 
her carving knife hidden under her 
loincloth and strapped securely to her 
thigh, she resolved to finish her 
leopard face in secret. 
Sangara lay awake on her straw 
pile most of the night and tried hard 
to see her finished product in her 
minds eye. She did not want to 
disobey her father, but the leopard 
face was special and it sent a 
desperate heat burning through her 
veins. 
Just beyond her village and 
surrounding fields, the jungle began 
and the night time breeze carried the 
nauseating smell of rotting 
vegetation. But even as the damp 
heavy air pressed hard upon her chest, 
the cacophony of untamed chords made 
her feel alive and vital. Once or 
twice, she thought she heard the faint 
and distant roar of a leopard. When 
sleep finally did come, she dreamed 
that a huge jungle cat came to her and 
offered to pose. •rt you're going to 
do this,• the she-cat said inside 
Sangara sat on the dirt floor of 
a small straw hut she shared with her 
father, Tanato, and the silence 
between them seemed as huge as the 
Great Northland Desert. Although she 
wanted to run up and throw her arms 
around him, his clenched fist and 
defeated stoop told her that there was 
nothing she could do to quiet his 
pain. "This is my first time standing 
the Ordeal, father,• she said at last. 
"I'm too young and have none of my 
womanly attributes yet. They will not 
choose me." 
Tanato stopped his pacing and 
knelt by his daughter's side. She was 
approaching her thirteenth season of 
the rains. "If they don't choose you 
this rain season, they'll choose you 
the next." He reached out a dark and 
calloused hand and felt the mask she 
was carving. "You have to stand the 
Ordeal until you've passed sixteen 
rains. • 
The child shuddered at the 
thought and quickly tried to change 
the subject. "It will be the face of 
a leopard when I'm done,• she said. 
At that, Tanato's eyes grew wide 
and distant. "You must put such 
foolishness out of your mind," he 
finally managed~ in a desperate 
whisper. "And do nothing more with 
that daemon tool until you are older 
and no longer made to stand naked for 
the Olambromen.• 
"It is only a mask, father. What 
harm can come from such a small 
thing?" 
Tanato wrapped his arms around 
Sangara and his deep voice shook, as 
if on the verge of tears. •I love you 
very much and I don't want to loose 
you to those demonic Olambromen like I 
lost your mother.• 
Sangara laid her head upon her 
father's chest and felt him trembling 
to his bones. She could not, however, 
understand his sudden fear. After 
all, he'd known since her birth that 
she'd be forced to stand the Ordeal, 
someday. It happened every year, just 
after harvest and it was a terrifying 
fact of life for all of her tribe 
sisters. 
by Walter Lide 
THE LEOPARD FACE 
of grief and horror upon my old and 
frail shoulders.• 
Sangara sat spellbound as she 
listened to the elder tribeswoman tell 
of the carnage and devastation heaped 
upon them by the Olambromen. "Our 
nation of plowmen was no match for the 
warriors and when they came charging 
from the jungle like a pack of angry 
rhinceros, our young men fought back, 
but the battle was lost at the village 
walls.• 
The cold hand of fear grabbed 
Sangara's heart. At the end of every 
harvest, just before the days of the 
great rains, the Olambromen would 
suddenly come screaming from the bush. 
She had seen it often enough and now 
that she'd soon be standing the 
Ordeal, the child was more frightened 
then ever. 
Until this harvest, she'd only 
watch as the men, some of them over 
twenty hands high, took over her 
village until they decided to leave. 
When Sangara tried to sleep those 
nights, she'd have agonizing 
nightmares which were brought on by 
the blood curdling screams of her 
sisters being raped in the fields. 
But the warriors last day in the 
village was always the worse. Every 
woman between twelve and sixteen 
rains had to stand the Ordeal. As if 
the random night time rapes weren't 
bad enough, those Umbaya childering 
just flowering into womanhood had to 
stand atop a huge platform in full 
view of the entire village and submit 
to the pleasures of the Olambromen. 
At the very end of that humiliating 
ceremony, the warriors took the best 
of the women as concubines and, along 
with most of the harvest, disappeared 
back into the wilds. 
Not even the young Umbayamen were 
safe from the horrors since they were 
liable to be taken as slaves. But th~ 
fact that the nomads always left just 
enough food and young people to ensure 
the Umbaya's continued existence was 
not lost on Sangara. They treat us 
11ke cattle, she thought. 
As Nadjya continued her tale, 
many of the young women sitting 
outside of her hut began sniffling 
softly to themselves. Sangara 
sniff led, too. "When the battle was 
over,• the tale teller concluded, "the 
Olambromen slaughtered more then half 
our village and destroyed most of the 
crops they could not take. The rainy 
season that followed was long and 
difficult. Many of our tribe died 
from starvation and disease. Ever 
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Nadjya crossed her arms over her 
chest and shuddered. "I was very 
young then,• she said, her eyes 
glazing over with sorrow, •and not yet 
six passings. Even now, I can't 
remember that time without the weight 
in 
cat.• 
Sangara wipod an angry tear from 
her eye. "Why do we toil for the 
Olambromen and force our sisters into 
standing the Ordeal?" 
Nadjya looked around at the 
thirty some odd young women gathered 
in front of her. "Have any among you 
hoard of the time we once refused?" 
They shook their heads 
silence. 
In the days and nights that 
followed, every spare moment that 
Sangara found was spent under the palm 
that guarded her emerging leopard 
face. With the season of rains now 
closing in fast, the Umbaya tribesmen 
spent all of their days toiling in the 
fields just beyond the village walls. 
This was the time of year that her 
father always came home tired, his 
ebony skin baked even more by so many 
long hours under a hot and fatiguing 
sun. Each sunset when he dragged in 
from the harvesting, he ate a simple 
meal of kalabean cakes and yams then 
immediately collapsed onto his pile of 
bleached straw. 
After rising · with her father 
before the sun one morning and helping 
him off to harvest, she made for her 
secret palm tree and dug up her mask. 
The ~he-cat had kept her promise and 
came each night to pose in Sangara's 
dreams. On the many mornings after, 
she tried to get as much of her dream 
as she could onto the oval shaped 
bark. It was in the dark, just before 
sunrise, she realized, that she did 
her best work. Her fingers seemed to 
glide over the mass of bark, sclupting 
and delineating as it guided by some 
powerful but unseen force. 
So absorbed was she in her 
project one morning that she lost 
track of time and had to run through 
the village to Nadjya's hut for her 
daily lessons. Of all the things that 
Umbaya women had to learn in the time 
of their thirteenth passing, the woman 
child loved healing and herblore most 
of all. That day, however, she could 
not koop hor mind on her studies. 
"What is it child?" Nadjya askod at 
last. "Yo ur- mind roams liko a j unglo 
* ... ... 
Sangara's brain, "you may as well get 
it right.• 
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As Sangara followed the 
exhilarating scent deeper into the 
bush, the trees and undergrowth gave 
off an eerie red glow. Animals she 
could hear, but not see, rushed from 
her path and the Umbaya girl was not 
afraid. While racing through the 
jungle she had trouble believing that 
the journey could be so easy. 
Finally, when she came to a place 
where the scent was overwhelming, she 
stretched out on the ground and 
waited. 
Although Sangara knew that 
something momentous was about to 
happen, she was not prepared for the 
full grown leopard with shiny green 
eyes who suddenly appeared from 
nowhere. Knowing that it was bost to 
keep still, tho woman child tried hard 
not to breathe. I am not afraid, she 
kept thinking over and over. And even 
as the largo cat came up to her and 
sniffed, Sangara managed to control 
her fear. Never before had she been 
this deep into tho bush. 
At last, seemingly satisfied, the 
she-cat walked away, found a spot 
directly across from her guest and 
sat. "Welcome, Sangara of the 
Umbaya.• Once again, the animal 
seemed to speak directly inside the 
tribeswoman brain. "I am Misha, 
oldest of all living leopards and I 
have been waiting for one such as you 
for a long time.• 
Sangara fought off 
run. •oo not be afraid 
jungle cat continued. 
discovered the path of 
Look at your arms.• 
When the youngster looked at her 
arms, her heart stopped briefly in 
mid-beat. Instead of ebony limbs 
spread out on tho ground before her, 
there were leopard paws. •I think I 
understand now,• Sangara replied. 
"It's the mask, isn't it?" 
Misha licked her lips and yawned. 
"Many, many rain seasons ago, your 
people knew us as spirit-mates and we 
were kindred. At first, the humans 
merely worshiped us. But when they 
discovered the true magic of their 
masks. we shared much and helped each 
other ."in countless ways. When the 
strangers in giant boats came to the 
land with talk of their White God and 
his pale faced Son, however, your 
people turned from us and took to 
gazing at tho sky. Among them, the 
talk of spirit-mates became 
• • • • 
Sangara leapt from her spot underneath 
her tree and pranced out of the 
village and into the dark. 
looked toward the center of 
village and everything seemed 
and confining. Suddenly, a 
and wonderful scent caught 
her nose and she raised her 
sniff at the air. It's tne 
the night, she thought, as a 
excitement shot along her 




since then, we have done what ever the 
Olambro's demand. We've learned our 
lesson well.• 
After class, Sangara went to her 
palm tree and worked on her mask. She 
did not want to be taken into the 
jungle for the amusement of 
Olambromen, and as she cut and carved, 
her project nearing completion, she 
thought of her mother and of Majun, 
her very best friend. But as she 
thought more on Majun, the weight of 
sadness hung from her neck like a 
stone. She could not quite understand 
this feeling, but the boy's memory 
also became part of her shroud. Just 
before the sun began setting in the 
western sky, Sangara buried her 
leopard face under the palm and wont 
to her hut to greet her father. 
He was too old to toil in the 
fields for so long, she knew, and 
therefore, did not press him for 
conversation. But later, after he'd 
crawled off to his straw pile and she 
heard the steady rhythm of his 
breathing, she snuck out of her hut 
and made her way to the palm. 
While sitting under the silver 
light of a waxing moon that night, she 
carved on her leopard face. The 
Olambro warriors would be coming soon 
and with only four or five sunset~ 
until their arrival, Sangara worked 
frantically. She felt a vague 
desperation in her gut and tried 
anxiously to finish the face before 
the moon rose much higher in the sky. 
And although she worked without let 
up, she couldn't say why. 
Finally, with the mask completed 
she slipped it over her head and tried 
it on for size. The world has cnanged 
in front of my very eyes, she thought. 
And at precisely that moment some 
distant sound from deep in the1jungle 
latched onto her oars and she hunched 
over on all fours and looked around. 
The stars seemed more real and if she 
roached out her hand, Sangara was sure 
she could touch them. They had taken 
on an array of colors and sung softly 
to her from the heavens. Even the hot 
dank breath of tho jungle smelled 








As sunset neared, Misha told the 
Umbaya woman about a plan that would 
stop_ the raping and plundering 
warriors from preying on her tribe. 
After hearing the schome, Sangara 
knew that it would work and was 
anxious to take her newly discovered 
knowledge back to her tribe. "And 
when we defeat the warriors we will 
attack their camp and rescue my 
brothers and sisters,• she said, 
I 
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"That was a long time ago and my 
memory has grown weak. Back then, 
though, the Umbaya were known as the 
Leopard People and the Olambro 
warriors carefully kept their 
distance." 
So what happened?" 
"In exchange for your allegiance, 
the people of the White God taught the 
Umbaya how to tame the land and for 
awhile, they prospered." ' 
Sangara's eyes widened with 
sudden understanding. •And having 
strayed from the path of the leopard, 
we became docile and easy prey for the 
Olambromen,• she finished. 
At sunrise, the two beasts fell 
into a brief catnap and when they 
awoke, Sangara followed her 
spirit-sister deeper and deeper into 
the jungle. For the first time in my 
life, Sangara thought, I feel free. 
forbidden." 
•what was it like 
and the jungle cats 
Sangara. asked. 
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suck1ng scavengers teed upon 
Umbaya, she thought with a yawn. 
Already, some of her young 
brothers and sisters were roaring with 
rage in answer to the cocksure war 
chants. And as the young she cat cast 
a sleepy eye on the empty fields 
surrounding her village, she realized 




those the last tlme that wlll bo 
with the Olambros. Later, when the 
plowmen left their settlement, they 
passed by their well tended fields and 
began collecting bark from nearby 
tanta trees. When they roturnod, 
every able bodied man, woman and 
child, past twelve rains, were given 
an oval shaped slab of bark and 
instructed in the mysteries of making 
the leopard face. 
Misha, meanwhile, had returned to 
her home to spread the nows to the 
other jungle cats. 
The villagers worked and 
colebrated until long past sunset, but 
the next morning, they arose long 
before dawn. "The Olambromen will 
come this day,• Sangara said as she 
left her hut to start her day. "And 
there is still so much to be done.• 
The elders were given their masks and, 
along with all the sick and children 
under twelve rains, were escorted to a 
very secluded, but safe clearing, far 
to the south. 
When the escorts returned, it was 
still early and all of the residents 
waited at the village center. With 
all of them gathered in front of her, 
Sangara looked around and, for the 
first time ever, considered the 
possibility that Misha's plan would 
not work. In spite of her almost 
paralyzing tear, however, she gave the 
signal and her fellow tribes people 
donned thoir cat faces. 
Mother of us all, she thought 
while gazing about, 1t worked. 
Instantly, she crouched down on all 
fours and led her people out of the 
gate and into the jungle beyond. 
Before long, Sangara managed to find a 
well hidden and very cool spot near 
the edge of the bush and she laid on 
her stomach. But even as she sat and 
calmly dozed, from time to time, she 
paid close attention to the confident 
chants of the approaching Olambromen, 
still a half day's journey away. Th1s 
getting ready to run oft. 
"Not so fast,• Misha said while 
looking into her spirit-mate's eyes. 
The Olambro are wicked people and for 
more of your generations than I care 
to remember, I looked on as they 
raided your village and took the best 
of your men, women and crops. It was 
the same every season.• 
"And we must rescue my kinfolk as 
soon as we can.• 
Misha licked her paw and 
continued. "When the warriors get 
back to their camp,the first thing 
they do is to cook and eat the Umbaya 
men unlucky enough to have been 
chosen. That done, they began working 
their way through your sisters and 
when their lust is finally satisfied, 
the women are ripped apart and eaten 
alive.• 
Sangara roared and scratched her 
paw upon the earth. "Put your anger 
to good use, child," Misha said. "The 
night grows late and we must get back 
to your village before everyone is 
bedded down.• 
No sooner were the words out of 
her head, she turned and pounced back 
toward her companion's village. And 
like an arrow shot from a bow, Sangara 
was off through the jungle after her. 
Just before reaching the fields 
outside the walls, Misha slowed to a 
stop. "Take oft your mask," she said, 
turning back to look at her 
spirit-mate. "You are home.• 
Although Sangara had raced 
through the bush, she was surprised to 
find that she wasn't the least bit 
tired. And with her leopard face 
tucked securely beneath her arm, she 
rode through the gate atop her 
companion and headed straight for the 
village center. At first, people ran 
from her path; scattering up trees and 
finding shelter in nearby huts. But 
when the huge cat made no move to harm 
the woman child who rode her, 
Sangara's kinfolk found their courage, 
somehow, and slowly edged closer. 
Finally, with most everyone in 
the village gathered before her, she 
told them of the leopard's path, and 
no one questioned her. With one of 
the black and orange beasts standing 
beneath her, everyone believed her 
words. Instead of irritation and 
debate taking hold, the village broke 
out in a rhythm and dance that lasted 
far into the night. 
Next morning, the men did not 
rise before the sun. Nor did they 
toil in the fields. They had more 
than harvested enough for their own 
needs and did not concern themselves 
I'm left behind 
After the final war, 
Forgotten on 
A skeletal world 
With demons and worse- 
No writhing can 
Free this earth: 
nme has fallen, 
There is nothing to wait 
But more pain, more torment 
To rouse my twisted wrath. 
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Blood will not be erased; 
Though streets foam 
With a rruddy flood 
Stains nothing can 
Wash away remain, 
No salvation after violence 
No peace anywhere else. 
There is nowhere but here 
Where stones have drunk-- 
Ghosts rise with 
Each step I take. 
by Dwight E. Humphries 
Conscious of loss, 
Pain too searing deep 
For holding, 
I see the vacuum 
Eternal as a sacred eye, 
Bone hand steel wielding. 
Among the silence 
I see broken treasures, 
Old hopes when love reigned 
Now whirlwind gone. 
Awake, I see infinity's empty web. 
Besieged, I have few illusions, 
But cherish those that remain. 
AFTER VIOLENCE 
Heat shimmers in bleak dark 
And warms nothing; 
Stones gleam, malice eyes. 
Awake, I see empty hours 
Stagger their wounded way, 
Vessels of echoing ages 
Nothing filled. 
The land is in aftermath, 
Ghost of bitter rage 
Ready for battle fury, 
Ready for mowing. 
Awake while others dream 
I cast dusty eyes 
Over my heart's ruins. 
Jagged, cracked, 
The lichened ramparts 
·Are askew, 
Lightening struck 
By powers unknown. 
by Dwight E. Humphries 
WHILE OTHERS DREAM 
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Agony cannot be removed; 
It goes with me as I hunt- 
A cold jewel, an ember 
Nailed to my withered heart. 
Emptiness cannot be erased, 
Nothing can fill the void. 
Blood I knew long ago 
When it filled other forms. 
Even they are gone 
And horror remains. 
I am lord of a barren place 
Where life will never come; 
Only mockery as I seek, 
Only laughter as I hew. 
A universe unto myself, 
Millennia stagger to no end. 
A bitter fate indeed 
The lord should be alone, 
His hand, his hunger, his axe 
All one, that blood 
Alone will slake. 
My life is severed 
And Death's truth eternal 
No matter how I struggle. 
Clothed in mortality 
My earth remains 
In another place, 
Another time. 
There is no one else to 
Grasp my fitful symbols, 
My unheard signs. 
None but darkness 
Grasps 
The fury 
Behind my eyes- 
Rage untold, 
Wars unknown though 
Empires have crumbled. 
I am isolate, 
Estranged from all I see 
Though I am its master. 
Wrapped in flesh mail, 
My brain is a wilderness 
Unknown, uncharted, 
My sight a savage beacon. 
by Dwight E. Humphries 
ESTRANGED 
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__ ,,.. 
When on the trail of the trickster, Troynt, 
the boar of legend, hunted long 
but never caught though death came near 
on many a chase by other hands. 
Cabal, a dog most wondrous, flamed 
with heat of chase. So swift he was 
his paws left prints upon the stone 
whenever he paused to taste the wind. 
All day he ran, the scent of Troynt 
sizzling in his flaring nose. 
All night too the pace kept on. 
Eyes gleamed to light his rocky flight. 
his shaggy coat glowed like the moon. 
And all the stillness knew this night 
the boar of legend would die by noon. 
The dog of Artos left the world behind 
and finally ran the boar to ground. 
The end was swift, so the legend says, 
for no one ever heard the battle sound. 
The head of Troynt was taken treasure 
back to castle, a history to record. 
And Cabal slept two weeks they tell us, 
so great the effort for his glorious lord. 
by Owen R. Neill 
CARN CABAL Thus Arthur took one footprinted stone 
and placed it on a memory cairn 
for all the world to recall the tale. 
Some say there were those who sought to steal it 
and carry it away a day and night, 
but on the morrow they would find it 
back upon its stoney site. 
Great dogs of legends run .and show, 
none more wonderful than Cabal we will ever know. 
Beast of wonders, hunter of myth, 
companion of the Lord Artorius 
swift as light to pursue the wild boar 
among the forest glades of Buett. 
Cabal, gentle friend, a marvel 
to the eyes of strength and size 
which none could scarce exaggerate. 
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(from "Avalon & After") 
The healing touch of water quenches fire 
In man and sword alike: a cooling death 
Comes welcome after warring and desire 
Beyond the scope of one man's mortal breath. 
Three queens of faerie, and myself the last, 
Brought forth our broken champion from the field. 
King yet to be of Britain -- and king past -- 
With Avalon for scabbard, time for shield, 
He waits for all things new to come again. 
Let ring-stones fall to dust, let Sight lie dark 
As reason till the coming of his reign: 
Dense earth alone hath smothered out the spark. 
The banner of the Sangreal is furled, 
And magic passes from an aging world. 
by Ann K. Schwader 
SHE OF THE LAKE 
With a last croak, 
It flaps clumsily away 
And I am alone; 
I can only wait and wonder. 
And yet, under the horror, 
I felt pity for that ghost-form; 
Had it been a criminal or suicide, 
Buried where three roads met. 
Doomed to dig itself out 
At the rate of one grain of earth a year 
Until after centuries, free at last, 
It was newly-imprisoned 
As the night-raven, 
Messenger of others' dooms? 
From this window, 
bronzed by the swollen eye 
of the sun, 
I hear the cry of swans, 
swoon inside the legends, 
how this shrill melody 
is a forerunner of doom. 
The day seems safe 
in its forgiving light. 
How can anything be taken now? 
And yet that song 
won't leave me alone, 
thrashes deep in my heart, 
flapping its wings 
to the beat of 
an underground river. 
by John Grey 
At dusk, the night-raven came, 
Perched on the chimney and croaked, 
Echoing, oppressive, 
And my soul shriveled, 
Leaving body-pockets to be terror-filled. 
What doom will be mine? 
SWANSONG 




stories that seem to be so popular in some 
magazines. I'm glad it wasn't. The main criticism I 
have for "The Swan Chariot" is that it really isn't a 
short story. It's more of a prologue to a novel (one 
that I would very much like to read}. I definitely want 
to know more about Nilhima the Maiden goddess 
(her diamond tears and ruby footprints} and this 
whole world. One small detail I had trouble with: I 
can't imagine an Otter-god being treacherous. I've 
watched otters play too often; they seem the most 
fun- loving of all animals. Tim Callahan's drawing 
seems perfect for this story (actually this may be my 
favorite Tim Callahan drawing; it's hard to decide}. 
"Tobacco Seekers"' weakness is that things 
come too easy for Groundhog's Mother. You really 
don't feel that he is ever in danger. 
"Head Over Heels" was good. Very well written. I 
enjoyed the humor, especially the way it started out. 
I hope to see more stories by H. Lovekin. 
Both of Angelee Sailer Anderson's contributions 
were good. "Ye Cinnamon Beare" was fun; Lynn 
Maudlin's art went very well with it. It seems that it 
could easily be adapted into a children's story. I 
liked the line "So nearly, reaping one for Heaven 
meant" in the "Sonnet" but I'm sorry that this poem 
needed to be written. 
I didn't like "Bleeding Heart" because of the en- 
ding. It implied something totally inconsistent with 
Christianity and Christian worship. Hopefully, I 
misunderstood Margaret Nevinski's meaning. 
"A Harpy's Love" seemed to build up to a climax 
that never really came off. It was kind of a cheat 
that Byron knew all along what Nardia was but 
strung her along anyhow. I realize, given the cir- 
cumstances, that a really good ending couldn't be 
found. Maybe this story called for a tragic ending 
rather than a compromise between happy and sad. 
As far as Nardia is concerned, nothing is really 
resolved. At least that is how I saw it. 
I liked the ending of "Dry Leaves: I did have 
trouble with the one line "Hidden in the mists of 
time." Mist implies dampness. whereas most of the 
poem refers to dryness ("dry leaves," "crackle," 
"bones," iire and flame"}. Besides, "mists of time" is 
a cliche. Other than that one line I enjoyed the 
poem. 
I liked nearly all of #7. I hope all the artists in this 
issue return for the next one, including Cindy Rako 
(I missed Bonnie Callahan's art}. Looking forward to 
#8. 
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A few comments about #7, another winner. 
I don't think Lawrence Schimel will have to worry 
about "unkind" criticism. His imagery in "Camelot 
Station" was great. I liked the poem very rruch. Well 
written. 
I enjoyed "The Song of the Mother of Waters" 
also. Evelyn Cooper gave it a feeling of depth that I 
liked. Besides, I like rivers, trees, and happy en- 
dings. This was one of my favorite stories in #7. 
Jefferson P. Swycaffer's "Dance of the Blind" was 
also good, though it was hard to imagine this 
Caroline and Daran as the same characters as 
those in his last story. I liked the mood and descrip- 
tion. The dialogue was well handled. If the story had 
a weakness it was that there was a little too much 
explanation at the end. 
Tim Callahan's art was great. My favorite was the 
drawing on page 11. Actually, all the art was good in 
this issue. The different styles seemed to go well 
with the stories they illustrated. 
I liked "The Fleeing Woman" by William Saxton. 
The ending was well done. It surprised me. I 
thought it was going to be one of those "no point" 
--Lynn "everyday I get the blues" Maudlin 
A rather interesting and tragic thing happened to 
me while preparing this issue of TMC: I suffered a 
catastrophic hard disk failure! Words that strike fear 
into the heart of any user. The interesting part of this 
tragedy was observing that, without ever making a 
conscious decision to do so, I had begun to trust my 
hard disk and had taken to using floppy backups 
more for archival purposes than daily backup. Thus I 
lost the transcribed P.C. Hodgell interview and one 
short story and the LOCs column. Happily, I had at 
least printed out the LOCs and interview and mailed 
them down to Christine for her comments; she'd 
returned them to me in the mail mere days before 
The Event and therefore we were able to simply re- 
key them instead of fumbling through the letter file or 
spending hours (again} transcribing a poor-quality 
cassette. 
I don't offer this story for your pity, or even as one 
more excuse for the "lateness" of this issue - I share 
it because, were someone to ask me, I'd have 
answered, "Yes, I always backup my work," and -ob- 
viously-- that just wasn't true. The human brain is a 
remarkable thing but we can still be undone by habit, 
or the errosion of same. A word to the wise is suffi- 
cient... "sigh" 
LE'I.I'ERS of COMMENT 
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gary barwin is not a subscriber, but I'm going to 
copy this page and mail it off to him because your 
passionate response to "another poem" desperately 
needs to be seen by the author. Whether a purely 
objective critic and tsa of modern poetry would 
respond in the same manner is neither here nor 
there - yours is a genuine response created by his 
poem, by his choice of words and approach, and 
the author must take responsibility for his work. 
Maybe you've just given him EXACTLY the 
Nancy Martsch 
Sherman Oaks 
that i"l)ression from the general tone of the story, 
then pop-psychology phrases like, "I am feeling guil- 
ty about..." stick out. How would this emotion have 
been expressed fifty or a hundred years ago? Just a 
thought. 
Setting: I liked "Dance of the Blind" but thought 
the magic-causing alternate-world setting (Ct. the 
"deathcaster") was unnecessary. Perhaps this was 
done to give credence to the consultation with the 
image later, but the entire story would have fit equal- 
ly well in the real Scotland of Romance without 
straining the imagination about deathcasters. There 
are ghosties and magic in real Scotland. Again, just 
one reader's opinion. Now for the dislike. gary 
barwin's "another poem" to me epitomizes much 
that I dislike about modern poetry. The reason that it 
irritated me so is that the middle was very good - 
but the totally unrelated beginning and the fuzzy en- 
ding ruined it all. 
Poetry is much more compact than prose. Every 
word should contribute - recognizably - to the poet's 
argument. The beginning of this one doesn't. "a 
rabbi, a schoolboy, and a tailor walk into a bar." 
Sounds like we're going to have another Irishman, 
Englishman, and Scotsman joke. And what's a 
schoolboy doing in a bar anyway - isn't he under- 
age? Do you mean perhaps a student? Perhaps 
you think my questions are irrelevant to the poem 
that follows - and they are - but these are the im- 
ages your words call up. Why do you use them? 
If the intent were to contrast the materialism of 
the older men with the idealism of the schoolboy, it 
isn't developed. Since the bar-image is never 
developed further, why mention it at all? Or, if you 
were going to bring the schoolboy back to the real 
world in the end, why not return to the bar - instead 
of materializing in Loblaw's parking lot? YOUR 
BEGINNING AND YOUR END JUST DON'T FIT! - 
and that's what makes me mad. Because you 
caught me with the middle part, and if you hadn't 
caught me I wouldn't care enough to get mad. 'Nutt 
said. 
On Mythic Circle #7, overall quality: good. Pity 
some of the art didn't reproduce well. Perhaps some 
instructions to the artists to avoid line drawings, or 
go tongue-lash the printer. 
I didn't care for every story equally well, but that 
is a matter of personal taste - different things appeal 
to different people. I enjoyed "Camelot Station" 
(nice comic touch), "Ye Cinnamon Beare" (ditto). 
"Sonnet For A Mystical Son" was moving and well- 
done in a form seldom attempted these days. I 
didn't like "another poem" by gary barwin, reasons 
why to follow. I enjoyed "The Swan Chariot" - 
where's the novel? What follows may sound like nit- 
picking and it is. But you said this is a writers' 
workshop and desired specific comments, so I will 
give them; it does not follow that the rest of the story 
was poor - only that this particular thing caught my 
notice. In many cases the rest of the story was 
good, which is why the thing stood out. 
Infelicitous lines: "Ye Cinnamon Beare," line 2, 
"not only because that is the colour his fur was ... " 
Why not simply "because that was the colour of his 
fur, and because ... " This one clunker aside, the rest 
of the story was good and the author has a nice 
touch with names. 
"The Tobacco Seekers" has a few modernisms 
that bothered me. Of course, the choice of language 
is the author's privilege and if he wants to make it 
sound as though it were being told NOW, well and 
good. If a timeless quality were desired and I got 
I know very little more about swycetters Caroline 
& Daran than you do - I believe they exist in an alter- 
nate Earth with somewhat different physical aws 
and I know he's written many stories about them but 
that's about it (I did call him on the telephone to 
check their human form when Bonnie Callahan il- 
lustrated "Rowing in Circles Again" (MC5) because 
she thought Caroline had wings and I wasn't sure; 
they have human form). Like "Dance of the Blind," 
Gwenyth's "The Swan Chariot" is part of another 
well- developed world. I believe this comes from the 
second (unpublished) novel BUT the first is avail- 
able (see listing on page 49). 
Christine and I wanted to print "Bleeding Heart" 
because we figured we'd get responses - and we 
did! Thanks for sharing yours. Finally, I simply 
MUST respond (hold her back, boys!) to "Dry 
Leaves" and your "mists of time" comments: the 
third song I ever wrote (at the tender age of 12) was 
titled "Mists of Time" and my sister, to torture me, 
will still hum it around the house ... 
CISL: And I will own up to having written a poem 
entitled "Somewhere in the Dim Past" which fea- 
tured "misty time" as a phrase. This was age 13-- 
just before I realized I'd never be a poet. 
gulfing darknesses." Is the attertife clear, or is it 
dark? 
I read "Editing the Sky" more than once, and 
missed the point each time. I am not only unsure 
that this is a fantasy, but I am unsure that it is a 
story. Help, someone? 
The central image of the statue in "The Fleeing 
Woman" was haunting and portentous, but the 
climax of the story did not fullfill my expectations; 
something more should have happened. It did not 
work technically, in this case, to switch points of 
view at the very end. 
I know that ~he Swan-Chariot" is part of a much 
larger story, and I can only pray that someone will 
publish Gwenyth's books so we can know more of it. 
Gwenyth's style continues to flower; the opening is 
especially beautiful, and there is quite an adequate 
amount of descriptive detail, the lack of which I 
noted in her book~ Coming Qf tM Demons. The 
Christian parallels in her mythology are subtle 
enough yet powerful. 
I am curious about Douglas Rossman's 
"Cherokee Tales Retold" --what are the originals 
like? 'The Tobacco Seekers" has a real folk-tale feel 
to it, and I am wondering how much of the story is 
Rossman's own and how much is as he found it. 
Also (forgive me - I really am not a feminist), do any 
of these stories have women in them? 
The concept of "Head Over Heels" is amusing; I 
have the feeling that this was a case of the title in- 
spiring the story (not necessarily a bad thing). It 
needs a consistent time-frame, though. The switch 
after two paragraphs from currentness to retrospec- 
tion and then back again after a few more para- 
graphs serves only to confuse. 
"Bleeding-Heart: A Love Story" is exquisite; a 
story after my own heart, indeed, with its blend of 
erotic and religious imagery. The style has a lovely 
simplicity and purity to it which fits perfectly with the 
conventual setting. The sensual details contribute 
enormously to the story's hushed yet breathless, 
passionate yet holy atmosphere - the beads click- 
ing between white hands, the f rag ranee of freshly 
ironed underlinen, the round fingernails like little 
shells, the tiny buttons of the novice's habit as she 
hastily fastens them. 
~he Unicorn Tapestry" contains a good idea, but 
the writing needs refinement. The first two senten- 
ces, for example, are awkward: "I greeted him 
without looking up from my loom. He was still wait- 
ing on the threshold when I finally did." This might 
be better as: "I greeted him without looking up from 
my loom. When finally I raised my eyes, he was still 
waiting on the threshold." "Dropped off another 
item" is an unfortunate choice of words. The tense 
shift in the penultimate paragraph is too abrupt. 
The story of "A Harpy's Love" was generally quite 
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Issue #7 must have been a provocative one, as I 
find that I have an inordinate number of things to say 
. about it. But let me begin by again thanking Lynn 
and Christine for the investment of time and effort 
-that makes this publication possible. 
In response to the editors' query, I would indeed 
like to see another poetry-intensive issue of TMC as 
well as· perhaps a little more poetry in each issue. 
Poetry is more difficult to comment on, however, and 
this is especially true for me of the modem sort of 
poetry that dominates Issue #7, since my sym- 
pathies are with the more traditional and structured 
variety (this is not to say that I can't appreciate any 
modern poetry; I like T. S. Eliot, for instance). I did 
enjoy "Camelot Station"; the knights as trains (or 
vice versa) metaphor was original and perfectly sup- 
ported by Tim's drawing, though I thought the ending 
of the poem a little weak. 
"The Song of the Mother of Waters" is stylistically 
lovely, musical and read-aloudable, though I would 
caution against modern (there's that dirty word 
again) prosaic incursions such as short phrases 
forming entire paragraphs as at the end of page 3 
and the beginning of 4. This is evidently meant to 
have dramatic impact. but is, I think, ineffective and 
much overused. In any case, it does not fit in this 
story. The story itself did not move me as much as it 
ought to have, not because I have a problem with 
anthropomorphized trees or rivers (see my LOG last 
issue), but because these were not anthropomor- 
phized enough. I wanted their emotions to be less 
distanced and more deeply revealed. But this is per- 
sonal taste. 
I'm glad to know that Jefferson Swycatter's "The 
Dance of the Blind" was inspired by a piece of 
music; music is a wonderful imaginative aid for con- 
juring up moods and mental pictures. This story 
opens very effectively, and Duncan's tale of the 
ghost flows well; but in general Swycaffer's style, 
judging from what little I've read, suffers from disjoin- 
tedness, and he cannot seem to make up his mind 
whether he wants to be poetic or colloquial. There 
are descriptive lapses, too -- "vast. vast hall", for ex- 
ample. (Who, by the way, are Caroline and Daran? 
I've met them in two stories now and still don't feel 
that I know a thing about them.) The statement of 
theme at the end of the story is much too direct, and 
also confused. Swycaff er speaks of "the clarity of the 
afterlife," then goes on to describe earthly life as a 
"spark of light we share together between the two en- 
response he was working to elicit (in which case, 
Hgreat job, gary·) but it's more likely your response 
is an unanticipated one. 
As for not liking every story equally, shoot, w 
don't like every story equally and we pick 'em! 
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As with all magazines, unless we want to become 
an exercise in egotism we can only print what we 
receive and, when it comes to poetry, the vast 
majority is free verse. I wonder exactly why that is? 
Do poets generally find the constraints of classic 
poetic forms 'unnatural' in this day and age? 
I read Editina The Skv as a 'slice of life' piece; 
quite popular these days (fr'instance, The Aociden- 
tal Tourist was also a 'slice of life' piece - just a 
much bigger slice!) and they require very little in the 
way of plot (action, conflict, resolution, etc.). How 
about the rest of you out there? I share my limited 
knowledge of Swycaff ers Daren and Caroline after 
Ron Blizzard's LOC; Doug Rossman will need to 
answer for himself as I know nothing about the 
Cherokee mythos. 
I apologize for the dropped word in "Sonnet for a 
Mystical Son;" that's a genuine Lynn-error (unfor- 
tunately not all that rare), executed despite a very- 
conscious effort made while typing and proofing the 
poem (I find it very difficult to proof myself). As for 
"cates" in Ye Cinnamon Beare, we dumped your file 
directly into Ventura Publisher and never ran a 
spellcheck (I don't even have a spellcheckerthat 
Angelee Sailer Anderson 
Westminster, CA 
tion of "born to the hearth of an Englishman" would 
not solve the problem, as hearths do not give birth 
any more than do men (not literally, at least). Susan 
was born .Qf an Englishwoman to. an Englishman. 
"Unto us a child is born" surely was not intended to 
mean that we are all collectively going to give birth 
to the Messiah. 
I sympathize with Ron Blizzard's feeling that the 
story is rather fatalistic, but I do not see this as 
being incompatible with a Christian viewpoint. Chris- 
. tians -- Bibically, historically, and paradoxically (Bliz- 
zard will know all about paradoxes, being a 
Chesterton enthusiast) -- believe in both free will 
and predestination. My husband has long pointed 
out to me that my stories tend to emphasize the des- 
tiny aspect, perhaps because so many of the cir- 
cumstances that have had most impact on me · 
personally (such as losing loved ones through 
death) have been ones in which I have had no 
choice but that of responding in faith or despair, for I 
could not act to effect the circumstances themsel- 
ves. "Long as the Rivers Run· is true to life in that 
changes often come upon us unpreventably even 
when we have warning of them. Whether or not this 
makes good story material is arguable, and perhaps 
the tragic muse in me is too strong. 
I apologize to all for the length of this letter; 1·11 try 
to keep it a little shorter in future. 
interesting, though the conclusion was too precious 
for my taste. I wanted either tragedy, or "great 
eucatastrophe," not this lukewarm compromise. 
Schabel's writing has a lot of rough edges that need 
smoothing out; though he or she clearly isn't one for 
poetry, a little less colloquialism would be nice in a 
story about such classically mythical beings as har- 
pies. There are instances of ambiguous pronouns; 
for example, the two "she"s in the first two senten- 
ces of the second paragraph should not be ref erring 
to two different people, as this creates confusion; 
the same problem with the pronoun "he" exists in 
the two sentences beginning with "I only hope he'll 
help .. ." A comma should properly replace the semi- 
colon in "Nardia," she said; then quickly directed the 
topic to him," and in • ... the six men seemed to be 
quarreling among themselves; too much so for them 
to be aware of her or Byron" (but perhaps these are 
typos?). "Dena" needs to be explained a little more 
clearly. The initial mention of it makes it sound as 
though the word refers to the blending of essences 
of different living things, whereas more reading 
makes it apparent that it refers to the individual es- 
sences themselves. To return to praise, the descrip- 
tion of the battle impressed me; I usually find these 
so boring that I cannot concentrate enough to follow 
what is happening, but I did not have that problem 
here. 
Thank you so much for giving my "Sonnet for a 
Mystical Son" a full page in Issue #7. I should point 
out, though, that a word was omitted in line 13. It 
should read, "That death, which reigns where did 
abide my womb." As it stands, it makes sense but is 
metrically incorrect. Also, at Sir Cinnamon's wed- 
ding feast cates and dainties were served, not 
"cakes" as the editors have ammended it (cate 
being an archaic word for delicacy). Lesson: Never 
assume a typo unless you have looked the sup- 
posed error up in the dictionary. 
I must again laud Lynn for her illos for "Ye Cin- 
namon Beare," which manage to be humorous 
without being too cartoony (cartoonish?). 
Answers to comments on "Long as the Rivers 
Run·: I am happy that Janet Reedman was so 
moved by the story. Susan is in fact a very 
autobiographical character, which may answer 
Janet's question as to whether I am English by birth - 
- no, regrettably. 
Pat Reynold's suggestion about substituting 
"handbag" for •purse" after Susan turns English is 
very helpful and I shall heed it. As to "yester" being 
a strange word for Susan's father to use, I am sure 
you are right, but, alas, I love the sound of it so well. 
Perhaps he is a very poetic gentleman? I do not un- 
derstand the objection to Susan's being "born to an 
Englishman." "Born to" does not, to my knowledge, 
mean the same as "born of" (i.e. born from the body 
of) as Pat seems to imply, and if it did, her sugges- 
I love it. See, not only is it hard to get a consen- 
sus on the relative merits of stories, it's hard to get a 
consensus on the relative merits of the magazine! 
Sometimes it's hard to know whether you're put off 
by "style" or by limited ability; literature being an art 
(last time I checked), there's no straightforward set 
of criteria to meet; not quite like knowing whether 
somebody did a good job of painting your house or 
whether you got your checkbook balanced! That's 
why it's especially helpful for our authors to get feed- 
back from YOU, our much-appreciated readers. 
As for the complaint about quality and reproduc- 
tion, we do the best we can. Hopefully we'll con- 
tinue to get better (hopefully this issue is run on 
11x17 paper and stapled up the middle, another ex- 
periment) but Frances is certainly right, part of the 
problem is our lack of money and our reluctance to 
Lawrence Schimel 
Brookville, New York' 
I was very pleased with my copy of The Mythic 
Circle. The magazine was very professionally 
produced for a small press rl)ag. That computer pro- 
gram did wonders for the type and layout. 
My two favorite stories were "A Harpy's Love" 
and "The Song of the Mother of Waters." None of 
the poetry did anything for me, though. 
Frances Garland 
Miles City, Montana 
vency turned a gardener into the Savior? Is this real- 
ly a physical encounter? Well, you see what I mean. 
"A Harpy's Love" frustrated me because it was an 
interesting story (until the weak - but perhaps realis- 
tic - ending), but the writing was often awkward and 
mundane. C.R. Schabel spends a lot of time telling 
us about bQw the harpies came into being and 
about other mythical creatures being part of the 
reality of this world but there's no follow-up. The 
reader doesn't need a pseudo-scientific explanation 
for the existence of harpies because this is a fan- 
tasy story and we accept them as characters. I was 
expecting the "Dena" to be central to the plot but it 
never comes up again, nor do satyrs. On the other 
hand, Schabel has some great scenes: Nardia chal- 
lenging Lota ("is your wingspan as great as mine?!") 
is especially effective. I wish I could be more 
specific with my criticism but I just know I was inter- 
ested enough to keep reading the story even though 
I didn't like the author's style. 
Thanks for another good issue and all the work 
that goes into it. I look forward to #8. 
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I liked MC#7 a great deal, from the purple cover 
on. Thematically, I would have enjoyed reading •Dry 
Leaves· after ·song of the Mother of Waters,· which 
I found very well written - I liked Ms Cooper's use of 
language. "Dance of the Blind" makes me wish I 
could read a story that would tell me a little more 
about Caroline and Daran themselves, instead of a 
story about things going on around them. Since this 
is Swycatfer and the names are the same, I know 
these are the same characters, but since that's 
about the only similarity, I find it harder to try and 
resolve the differences than I would to read about 
new people. Nudge Mr. Swycatter on this, will you, 
and see if you can wrangle a little background on 
those two. I was disturbed by the poor repro of the 
drawing on page 8 but then I realized it was a draw- 
ing of a ghost, so fading away is appropriate. Still, I 
would have liked more definition on page 11 - at 
least of the humans - especially with that bold black 
cover credit underneath, because Tim Callahan's 
work is so good. 
All of this makes me realize that one of the 
problems I now have with The Mythic Circle is 
repro: when you first started it was clearly a little 
project with lots to excuse - but the layout and type 
is so rruch improved that now the staples-up-the- 
side bother me, and if I see paste-up lines around 
the drawings it bothers me. I guess my expectations 
have been raised by how much better the magazine 
has become. I don't know what the solution is (okay, 
I do - you ask us to pay you more money - I'm not 
wild about that idea). Still, I hope you will keep im- 
proving. 
The girl on the train in "Editing the Sky" reminds 
me of chance encounters with folks you'd just as 
soon NOT encounter; it rang true. "Head over 
Heels" is silly but I liked it, and "Ye Cinnamon 
Beare" is charming and pun-ny. I found the poem 
on page 40 (one of Gary Barwin's) strangely com- 
pelling. I really enjoyed the artwork accompanying 
the poems, especially the skull on page 46 (my fond- 
ness for Georgia O'Keefe shows itself). 
"Bleeding Heart" disturbed me and impressed 
me. I don't quite know what I think; I don't quite 
know what Margaret Nevinski was trying to say - is 
this really the mystical union of Christ and the bride 
of Christ, represented by the girl, or has the girl's fer- 
would work with your word processor!). If YOUR file 
is correct we now have a genuine M'Circle mystery! 
Hmmmmmm. 
CISL: Please don't apologize for the length of 
your letters. They are always interesting and 
thought-provoking, and the writers certainly desetve 
as mscn in-depth commentary as our Commen- 
tators can type up. 
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I must tell you how delighted I am with the quality 
and handsome appearance of the latest MC. It 
struck me that for pleasure and emotional and intel- 
lectual stimulation, Mythic Circle 7 was not merely 
Excellent point, a good suggestion. and a 
provocative idea - what more could we ask from a 
LOC?l You'll notice we've started a brag page with 
a list of various accomplishments by members of 
this workshop and different items available. We 
were hoping Doug's publisher would buy an ad 
(we've got such CHEAP rates) but decided not to 
hang on baited breath and go ahead and crow our- 
selves. You'll also notice your idea helped inspire 
the editorial this issue and, what with the 
Mythopoeic Society (our parent organization) 
members' survey, we're coming up with our own 
Mythic Circular Cirvay and hope everyone will in- 
vest twenty-five cents (for a stamp) and the time to 
respond. 
CISL: A good suggestion, re sending out 1 O 
copies of each issue to various pro editors. We 
have already been doing this, though not systemati- 
cally, and rarely more than two or three copies. 
Your last point, about Douglas Rossman's style 
being "authentic but not commercial" is interesting, 
but I don't know if I agree. Certainly there's plenty of 
folk-retellings out there now, particularly by certain 
authors bent on exploiting the Amerind tales of the 
supernatural - as if to counter the plethora of cet- 
ticlneo-pagan religious pyrotechnics -- but I don Y 
know if that trend will last. Rossman's found a 
steady, sure voice, and when one reads several of 
his tales in a row (we only have space to print one 
at a time here) his deceptively simple style is 
cumulatively quite effective. In any case, your com- 
ment opens up the question of art versus sales -- 
when do we tailor our art to fit the market? -- should 
we? Is art doing what it should when we consider it 
to be perfect - yet no one else seems able to com- 
prehend it? Opposed to that, should we twist our 
stories to fit a current marketing trend. in order to 
get a sale? Thanks for a thought-provoking LOC. 
Joe Christopher 
Stephenville, Texas 
suspect that captures the usual folk-tale telling style 
rather well. But when I look at the commercial retell- 
ing of folktales -- and there is a large impulse at the 
moment to recreate folktales - the style is hyped 
up. If I may put it this way, Rossman's style sounds 
authentic but not commercial. If the goal of .!he 
Mythic Circle is to develop commercial writers, you 
are going to have to deal with this. 
I'd better get a note off before the next issue 
comes out. Rrst, as predominantly a poet, not a fic- 
tion writer (despite the fable I sent off yesterday), I'd 
vote for the occasional poetry issue. But the 
majority rules, and I doubt that these aspiring 
writers are as limited to verse as I am. If they are 
going to try to become professional, they are almost 
necessarily writers of prose. 
Second, since the guidelines now fairly well limit 
the works to be published to subscribers, I suggest 
something radical: I suggest raising the subscription 
price. Here's my reasoning -- I think the subscrip- 
tions should generate enough money to free five or 
ten copies of each issue to be mailed by careful 
decision of the editors to where they will do the 
most good. I suggest maybe~ and other 
reviewing areas; I suggest definitely the editors of 
the two or three annual anthologies of the best- of- 
the-year fantasies; perhaps elsewhere. I don't think 
most of the stories in Mythic Circle are going to be 
reprinted, but we might get an honorable mention 
every fourth year or so. Oh yes, I was going to sug- 
gest sending a copy of each issue to Scavengers 
Newsletter who has the best (probably) market 
newsletter in the SF/fantasy/horror areas of the the 
amateur press publications (with many comments 
on the professional publications). Since the 
guidelines would indicate that this was a closed 
market, subscribers only, that shouldn't up the num- 
ber of mss. to the editors too much (only those who 
can't read-why are they writing?; but they do) and 
might raise the number of subscribers. In the long 
run, it's good publicity. It ties to the wish of the 
workshoppers to become commercial writers. 
Speaking of issues, let me say at least a word 
about #7. I read Douglas A. Rossman's ·The Tobac- 
co Seekers• with interest; partly just an interest in 
the Cherokees, since I grew up in Oklahoma and I 
have been to the Trail of Tears drama the Cherokee 
tribe puts on there. (By the way, you said last issue 
that Rossman had a book of Cherokee legends com- 
ing out - or actually out - but never gave any publi- 
cation information about it. I think it might be nice to 
give full information about our group's publications -- 
of books, at least - in case we decide to read each 
other's more expensive works.) What struck me as I 
read Rossman's story was the style. It sounds like 
many folk tales I have read - rather plain in style. I 
increase the price by much (please read the 
editorial). And Lawrence is certainly right, we're very 
professional for a completely amateur small press 
'zine! 
CISL: One solution: we need more readers, and 
also our authors deserve more readers. Tell a friend 
about MC -- buy a gift-sub for your mother-in- law! 
The "elite print" represents time-saving considers- 
Alex McGilvery 
Englee, Newfoundland, Canada 
disappointed. I enjoyed the artwork in the magazine, 
and the layout was good. The one quibble I did 
have was I found the stories printed in elite rather 
than the larger print to be somewhat hard on the 
eyes, though I realize that this was most likely done 
out of space considerations. 
THE SONG OF THE MOTHER OF WATERS by 
Evelyn Cooper I thought was a wonderful story. I 
loved the use of the river and three as virtually the 
only characters, and the message, which was 
powerful without being overstated. 
THE DANCE OF THE BLIND by Jefferson 
Swycaffer was the first true ghost story that I have 
read which kept in mind that ghosts were human 
before they were ghost. While I thought that what 
had actually happened at the end of the story was 
very important to their reader, I also felt that it was a 
little overstated. It kept the reader going too long 
after the last dance. 
THE FLEEING WOMAN by William Saxton was 
another story to put a different twist on a familiar 
form. This almost fairly tale was a delight to read. 
Gwenyth Hood's THE SWAN CHARIOT was a fas- 
cinating introduction to a person and a wot1d, but it 
left me wanting more information about what is the 
·seventh Level,· anyway? What is going on in the 
politics of Jamun's family? I think this could be a 
first chapter in a fabulous novel, but as a short story 
it left me hanging. 
THE UNICORN TAPESTRY by Lawrence 
Schimel, I loved this delightful short story, especially 
the irony of the warrior's quest for the cause of his 
death leading to his death. The only point I 
wondered about was the connection between the 
Elf-king's daughter and the unicorn. Could this be 
made clearer without spoiling the ending? 
YE CINNAMON BEARE by Angelee Anderson, 
this I think was a thymely sendup of the knight-er- 
rant, though my wife can't bear all those puns. 
A HARPY'S LOVE by C.R. Schabel was an inter- 
. esting idea, but I was disappointed at the end. How 
was Nardia going to solve her race's dilemma? This 
quest could be the basis of a great story. It is intro- 
duced without being followed through. While the 
development of friendship between Nardia and 
Byron was important, Nardia is given no hope of 
real love at the end, but relegated to the unhappy 
position of maiden aunt. 
These are all the stories I felt able to comment 
on, though I enjoyed them all. Thank you for a good 
afternoon's reading. 
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Being a newcomer to the pleasures of Mythic 
Circle, I opened #7 rather like a kid opening a 
Christmas present I am glad to say that I was not 
You know, I just got a phone call from Charles 
Schabel (wanting to know whether the post office 
ate MC#B or are we running late ... ? Do you really 
need to ask?/) Anyway, he ALSO says we're as 
good as, maybe better, than some prozines he 
reads. My, my! Now if somebody would just give us 
hundreds of thousands to produce it all nice and 
slick ... 
We also look forward to Vancouver (Mythcon XX - 
check out the info on page 59). It's great that you 
appreciate being illustrated in MC. Believe me, I'd 
love to be able to pay writers and artists (with some- 
thing more than comp copies) but /if e being reality 
and reality being money, the best we can offer right 
now may be those illos. 
I thoroughly agree with you about "Ye Cinnamon 
Beare" and, while I don't know if Angelee has sub- 
mitted the story to any children's publishers, I think 
it's a good example of the reason we SHOULD take 
Joe Christopher's advice and send out 1 o or 15 
copies per issue to appropriate parties. It might help 
build the reputation so many of our writers deserve 
(and maybe help keep us afloat!). 
Gwenyth E. Hood 
Hershey, Pennsylvania 
•as good as" but better than some professional 
magazines I've read. It's amazing how much you 
can do with so little. The stories to which I refer par- 
ticularly are Evelyn Cooper's, Jefferson Swycaffer's, 
H. Lovekin's, and Angelee Anderson's (and that's 
nearfy all I've read yet; this new job fills my time as 
effectively as the old one did). The illustrations are 
remarkable too; getting illustrated in MC is in some 
ways better than being paid. Cindy Rako's work is a 
beautiful addition to MC and I hope we see more of 
her. Naturally I was especially fond of nm 
Callahan's illustration of my story. 
Angelee Anderson's story would make a charm- 
ing children's picture book, I thought; lively and plen- 
tiful illustrations might make our modem American 
children's lack of familiarity with many of the legen- 
dary and mythological creatures she mentions. The 
story seems otherwise ready-made for such an 
audience, except that the villain at the end needs an 
appropriately child- like reason for pursuing the 
heroine, such as her wealth, or some capricious 
grudge. Has Angelee tried to sell it to a children's 
publisher? 
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Being involved in another genre is an advantage, as 
the editors of Mythic Circle (thank goodness) en- 
courage genre-benders like mysett. 
In reply to Diana's suggestions;·rnore from the 
editors would be welcome. I personally do not want 
Mythic Circle to become a "how to write fantasy in 
76 easy lessons." The Letters of Comment fulfill 
many of the functions of a "how to" guide, with the 
added bonuses that they are focused upon our own 
works and upon works that we have all read. It is 
only in some special areas that those "outside" the 
circle have anything to add: P.C. Hodgen on "First 
Books" is one such. Perhaps "how to get shorter fic- 
tion/poetry published" might be another. A com- 
promise might be for an "outsider" to write a column 
(and I mean a column) on some aspect of writing, 
using the world of the current or previous edition for 
illustration. 
The Mythopoeic Society already has two vehicles 
for reviews: Mythic Circle should not duplicate 
what they do. If they don't contain the style of 
review you are looking for, the change should be 
made there, not to Mythic Circle .. 
To Janet, yes it was Castle Rising in Norfolk. 
Rising has a dry moat: that's why it's terrifyingly 
steep. 
Nothing in this issue stood out as mind-blowingly 
good, but some things were only a little short of it, 
and there was nothing that I would say I found badly 
written. 
Editing the Sky was my favourite piece: I Js.oQw 
that goldfish. The power of the imagery lies in 
literalism and the use of metaphor and metonymy 
derived from cliche. The one thing that stops this 
from being brilliant is the last section. where it took 
me several re-readings to register that the writer 
has successfully split into two people, because the 
desire for a walkman harks back to the girt in the 
train. There is a need for this sentence, but I think it 
would have been better to split it off from this sec- 
tion. 
The fleeing Woman got better as it went on. 
Having written that sentence, I went back to check 
what it was that hindered the start, but could only tie 
it down to the use of l2a.nd.i1. which gives too close a 
geographical location, and suggests companions 
where there are none. I found Lawrence Schimel's 
work very promising. The two pieces are very dif- 
ferent and show very different strengths: Camelot 
Station is an expanded image with some marvelous 
ideas (especially the jousting) and escapes the for- 
mula of "reaVrevealed by night," however, the poem 
is not well laid out. Someone once said that free 
verse is the hardest form of all, although Joe A. 
Christopher keeps coming up with close runners. It 
appears the easiest because there are none of 
those fussy rules about syllables and stresses. I 
Dear Christine, Lynn, S. Landon, Tim, Cindy, 
Evelyn, Jefferson, Jo Anna, Debbie, William, 
Gwenyth, Douglas, H. Lovekin, Angelee, Margaret, 
Gary, C.R. Schabel, Janet, Mary, Joe, Diana, 
Sarah, Stanley, and Ron; 
It was good to meet so many new people in #7.1 
hope I'm getting all your names right some of the 
time - I am never quite sure where some of your first 
names end! [Pat's salutation is the only one we run, 
because it is so entertaining; everybody else says 
"Dear Lynn & Christine," or "Dear Editors," or some 
variation on same - LM] • 
Cindy, indeed no-one should feel incompetent at 
writing letters of comment: if you know that you like 
it (or dislike it). please say so, and if you can explain 
why a piece provoked that reaction, please tell. 
We DO know what to do with all that poetry - print 
it! Lots in this issue and I hope you enjoy. Thanks 
for your continued support and for sharing your 
opinions and observations with all of us. 
Charles Rampp 
Baltimore, Maryland 
You can be very proud indeed of Issue #7. I still 
have, and will treasure, my #1 ... This publication 
has grown immensely and wonderfully ... You should 
be very proud. VERY HAPPY that you have more 
poetry than you know what to do with - like to think 
that I gave that a small boost...Thanks too for the 
picture of Pat Reynolds and husband. Somebody 
forwarded her letter to me and we have been ex- 
changing poetry ... did you know she writes as well 
as anyone I'm familiar with in present-day so-called 
"good" poetry mags? Hope she will consider publish- 
ing hers in the U.S.A., where I am sure she would 
be widely read and near the top immediately ... 
tions: those are stories where the author has 
provided us with hard copy to save us retyping into 
the computer. We do reduce size somewhat and, in 
the case of Dance of (he Blind. the column width of 
the printout was really too wide (but we used it 
anyway). 
Check out Gwenyth's existing novel, THE COM- 
ING OF THE DEMONS, listed on our brag page. If I 
understand rightly, it precedes the time of "The 
Swan Chariot," which continues in the same world. 
Glad we provided the good reading for an afternoon 
- let me have my fantasies and tell me you curled up 
in front of the fire with hot chocolate while a storm 
raged outside the window ... 
I notice that the gaps between your issues are 
getting longer - but as long as you keep printing 
such high quality work, I won't complain. The 
"quality" label goes for the art, too, although Tim 
Callahan's drawings were very faint in my copy. 
Swycaffer's piece had humor and dash, which I 
especially like in historical fiction. This one also 
evoked more of a "feet• of his chosen period than 
the story with these same characters that you 
printed a couple issues back, despite the breezy 
style. The poetry varied; Anderson's sonnet is 
probably the best thing I've read this year, and 
knowing she wrote it for her little son evokes 
Dorothy Dunnett's words about music: ihe knife 
without a hilt.· My respect for her abilities increases 
for the way she took what for most of us is wordless 
grief and fashioned it into something that hints of 
transcendence. 
rNenner Christine nor I understand the use of this 
word in this sentence - is this our poetic ignorance 
coming home to roost or is it yet another example of 
English versus Amglish??? Maybe you'd like to 
answer Angelee's plea for help in understanding 
Editing the Sl<vf Christine has abdicated her 
decision-making authority to me when it comes to 
poetry, so you can lay all complaints at my feet. As 
mentioned earlier, we don't get many submissions 
in classic forms, most of it is free verse {which I tend 
to enjoy) and, if it grabs me or if I think a poem has 
a particularly interesting subject or approach, I ac- 
cept it. If it wouldn't cost an arm and a leg in over- 
seas postage, I'd ask you to come onboard as 
poetry editor since I'm sure your knowledge is at 
least an order of magnitude greater than mine! I 
wouldn't be terribly surprised (or even very disap- 
pointed) if TMC's poetry standard never becomes 
as high as that you experienced in University, due 
to the fact that most of our poetry submissions 
come from non-subscribers; they miss the benefit of 
comments and responses (although those same 
comments benefit the workshop, independent of the 
poet) and therefore will have a smaller growth oppor- 
tunity than the poets who DO belong to the 
workshop (subscribers). 
Pat Reynolds 
Milton Keynes, England 
clearer about the whys and wherefores of the 
image .. .Anyway, more poetry please, encourage- 
ment for s-t-r-e+c-h-i-n-g poetry. A poetry intensive 
issue would be welcome ... however, I believe a good 
mixture of poetry and prose should be kept in each 
issue. 
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think anyone who wants to write the best poem for 
his thought should know the rules for a good variety 
of forms: my personal selection would include 
English haiku, alliterative long line, and the 
Shakespearean Sonnet. Then his choice of form 
(and where and how to twist and break it) will be 
based on thought rather than lack of knowledge of 
the rules. 
The Unicom Tapestry on the other hand, shows a 
good understanding of rhythm and phrasing. Just 
one thing, remember that the weaver must both 
answer and tell truth: so she could not say "On it 
you will see your death• because •you· could ref er 
to the knight who will never see the completed 
tapestry. You could try substituting •one· but I think 
that is quite wrong in tone, or •1t will show/depict 
your deatrr which gives the tapestry an active part 
that you may not like. 
I hesitated a little before writing comments on 
Sonnet for a Mystical Son and, to a lesser extent, 
Bleeding Heart, for they are both so intensely per- 
sonal. But the way I reason it, writing personally for 
publication is not a private action, It goes beyond 
being anodyne for personal devotion and into com- 
munication. Like all communication, even silence is 
a response, and I think both deserve better than 
that. First, sonnet: the whole is very well crafted: the 
use of illiterate* within the strict form echoes the har- 
mony and perfection of the death. As Angelee 
writes t~at she "must trust the Lord in His intent" the 
poem is cont irmation that she does. 
Bleeding Heart might put some people off, it 
makes no concessions; it has two very restricted 
audiences: Roman Catholics and those who enjoy 
reading this sort of thing in Middle English (I belong 
to the latter group). I think that the opening is rather 
laboured; given these audiences, the joy and physi- 
cal realities of the convent can be a matter of 
reminding rather than describing. The precise time- 
location of "One morning" turns swiftly into "That 
night." Perhaps the visit described in the opening 
paragraphs could have been the last visit. 
(In response to the editorial and new guidelines) 
The policy decision to pref er subscribers' work is a 
good one - I thought it was in operation from the 
start: Poetry: generally, the standard is not as high 
as in the workshop I belonged to at University. The 
difficulties of writing mythopoetically and effectively 
seem too great. It must be obvious to you that I 
have a bee in my bonnet about form; please do not 
take these two comments together to mean that I 
would have you exclude everything without rhyme 
(Please just exclude everything without formal al- 
l~erationl!I). Part of the problem is one of audience: 
if you assume that they have all read a lot of fan- 
tasy, then the image of water running off the rim of 
the wor1d is not as difficult to understand as it is for 
the general literate reader. However, you have to be 
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Folks, you too can make your editors leap and 
frolic about in joy and exultation if you can supply us 
with storieslpoems/LOCs on computer disk. We can 
use almost any IBM-PC output (preferrabfy on 5 114" 
360K disks) as well as some MAC and Amiga output. 
One of the less rewarding, more time-consuming 
demands of this volunteer effort is typing everything 
up; we do have a few typists who receive a free copy 
in exchange for their slave labor but we're always 
looking for new recruits there, too! Drop us a fine if 
you're willing to type stories into a computer for us. 
gaps in our lives keep getting larger, too ... 
At first we were going to capitalize the gary bar- 
win poems but then (thinking of Charles Rampp and 
how he hates it if we "correct: his punctuation!) we 
decided to go with the author's intent - even tho· the 
editors also found the non-capitals somewhat af- 
fected (and terribly cute). So it goes. Maybe that's 
the effect he wants. 
Seems to me the need for "internal consistency" 
varies from reader to reader; every now and then I 
read something which has COMPLETELY tossed 
that concept to the wind. but done it with such aban- 
don and enthusiasm that I am sucked giddily along. 
always wondering where the road will turn before 
me. and usually guessing wrong. Then there are the 
tales which fail miserably in the same attempt. It's 
rather like passing surrealism on the way to dada 
and the fur-lined tea cup, you know what I mean? 
You don't want to drink out of it, exactly, but then 
again - what would it feel like? Would it tickle? 
Warm champagne? No. no, it's absurd- and yet ... 
I wind up on your side of the fence when it comes 
to story-telling versus word-play. A good (but poorly 
executed) story can take on some of the same 
quality of a mesmerizing ghost story on a camping 
trip: you'd be bored silly reading a verbatim 
transcription on your lunch break, but at the moment 
the~ itself catches you up in its own momentum 
and you hang on every poorly-chosen word. Rather 
like the bumble bee: aerodynamically unsound, but 
nobody ever bothered to tell the bee ... 
Not only the gaps between Mvthic Circles. but the 
Mary-Edith Bridges 
Seattle, Washington 
I loved Jo Anna Dale's second piece. She used 
"wuthering" -- and made it work! Schimel's "Camelot 
Station" was another good one. Some nice images 
in Barwin's poems, but too much tangled under- 
brush, and I have to admit I am put off by the self- 
conscious preciousness of "i" instead of "I". 
Reminds me of high school girls emoting all over 
creative writing classes, featuring "i"s invariably 
dotted with big balloons. {Lots and JQ1s of "i"s, too.) 
Hood's story was a good read -- well written, and 
I could not predict where it would go. My favorite 
was "The Tobacco Seekers." I really like the way 
Rossman handles his material, and his pacing and 
language are smooth and assured. Tim Callahan's 
drawing of Groundhogs' Mother holding the crystal 
was breathtaking. 
Seems to me you've had something by C.R. 
Schabel before. Good storytelling -- but uneven han- 
dling of language and exposition. I was delighted 
with Rake's charming illos. All other stories enjoyed 
and appreciated, though I haven't much to say. 
I want to make brief responses to those who were 
kind enough to comment on my letter printed in #6. 
To Stanley Anderson, about anthropomorphism: to 
assume an animal has a nature is not at all to as- 
sume that that nature must be human. Re WIND IN 
THE WILLOWS: when I was young, I was bothered 
by the fact that toads don't build houses or drive 
cars. This silliness detracted from the Truth that was 
so effective in the "Piper at the Gates of Dawn" 
chapter; later, Tolkien defined the problem for me, 
calling it a matter of inner consistency. I could go 
on, but I hate to take up space not directly related to 
the stories in the issues. Can we agree to disagree? 
To Diana Pavlac, whose letters I really enjoy: I 
perceive writing and plotting as distinctive abilities. 
Rather than pole-ax Mythic Circle writers, I'll men- 
tion some pro authors to illustrate my point. Gene 
Wolfe writes extremely well - so well, that at first 
one does not notice that he doesn't plot worth a 
damn. His Torturer series meanders all over the 
place, with sometimes hideous pacing, so one can't 
even fit the episodes under the "picaresque" label. 
So do the two other books, I forget their titles. In her 
famous essay, "From Elfland to Poughkeepsie," Le 
Guin points out that Katherine Kurtz turns in a 
decent plot line -- something is always happening, 
and there are generally reasons for the action and 
reaction, if a little on the simplistic side -- but her 
prose is somewhat pedestrian. To wind up, I see 
writing and plotting as distinctive -- and charac- 
terization as a third element. 
Since this little universe 
Is doomed, anyway. 
Stars being formed or dying -- 
What's the point? 
It's an old-fashioned toy. 
Maybe a collector 
Of antique oddities 
Might save it for a museum. 
Impatiently the Roe shakes its leg; 
I fall into the rumbling gears 
And the universe stops forever. 
by John Patrick Wall 
My wonderous love, no longer roam 
Return unto your true love's home 
You've been away for far too long 
It's at my side where you belong. 
PENELOPE TO ULYSSES 
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The Great Roe flies; 
I sit on a claw, 
My arm around the leg, 
Propelled to the farthest star, 
Which is just a piece 
Cut out of the sky. 
Through it we pass 
To the brightness beyond. 
Wheels and cogs grate and grind, 
Rusty from lack of care, 
Ignored by the Beings, 
by Elizabeth Hillman 
THE MAN IN THE MACHINE 
When off upon the oceans blue 
Forever will I think of you 
Circe and Calypso hold no charms 
That are as sweet as your fair arms 
The Sirens' song I do not hear 
As our reunion's hour draws near 
Of mighty cyclops I'm not afraid 
I think only of your hair's braid 
Through fog and wind and dark of night 
I dream of the day we reunite 
Through roughest wave and thickest fen 
I'll come and be with you again. 
ULYSSES TO PENELOPE 
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Now it wasn't as if he swan 
dived or contorted like a man 
plunaing to his death. No, he simply 
walked off the ledge like it spanned 
miles of air. As he was falling, Joe 
was fairly calm. He fell at a pretty 
decent velocity, his mind trying to 
fiaure out that formula for weight 
and height and distance and all that 
stuff. His breathing felt a bit 
labored ae he scanned the ever- 
blurrina landscape that grew larger 
by the eecond. He stretched out his 
arms because he didn't really know 
what to do with them. I mean, just 
what does a person do with his hands 
while hurdling toward concrete and 
Well, Joe Smith couldn't help but 
worry about these thingo. So it came 
as no surprise to hirr~olf that one 
day, a Thursday, Joe Smith found 
himsolf standing on the ledge outside 
his window, eighty-eight floors abovo 
his sprawling metropolis. 
"Why go on'I" he asked hi msalf. 
"Nobody wears a watch anymore. " 
He looked down on all the people 
below him who didn't even bother to 
notice a man standing on a ledge 
hundreds of feet in the air. Such 
insolence. So without any dramatic 
farewell-cruel-world epeechee or 
noble gesturing, Joe Smith walk.ad off 
the ledge. 
from all parts of the world. 
Everything concerned Joe Smith. From 
starvation to nuclear energy to 
crime, even faulty wiring, which 
causes approximntely four hundred 
Fire-rolatad deathu annuolly. 
Imagine, every problem, every 
dilemma, every mishap, blunder, 
fault. uct of not.uro/God, nnd oven 
aome of' the good stuff' -- it wcss Joe 
Smith's problem. One would think that 
after "X" amount of yearn Joe Sm i t h ' a 
nerves would boa bit frayod. Paopla 
would say to him, 
"Joa, 1 ighten up, it, 'a not, your 
prciblem" or 
"Joe, relax, let them worry about 
it" or 
"Thats life. Lot 'o grab a brew." 
Joe was an avid follower of news 
On the eighty-eighth floor oF the 
really huge building, in the absolute 
right end corner office was located a 
division of the auditing department. 
It was the smallest office in the 
entire building. Many suggested it 
was more of an architectural mistake 
rather than office space. Joe Smith 
occupied this space. Joe had been 
with the company nearly twenty-five 
years. He received his last promotion 
in December of seventy-two, getting 
literally kicked upstairs to the 
locale mentioned earlier. 
Joe Smith did his job. If you 
asked him how he liked it, he 
would tell you there are a lot of 
people without joba. He never 
married, so he had a nico apartment 
with nice things in it. He drove a 
nice car that was equipped with the 
latest in nice stereo equipment. Many 
epe~uloted the reason Joe's life wao 
ao ... nice, was bec~uoe anybody with a 
name like "Joe Smith" juot didn't go 
big game hunting or mountain climbing 
or even bicycle riding on a Sunday 
afternoon. Maybe this was the case in 
respect to Joe's exterior actions, 
however, his interior was alive and 
churning like a cat in a rinse cycle. 
In a typically large metropolitan 
area stood a typically large 
metropolitan insurance building that 
dwarfed the surrounding buildings to 
such an extent that the metropolitan 
area became famous due to the 
huaeness of one, single metropolitan 
structure. A person would assume that 
for a building to be so large, it 
must serve some incredible purpose. 
It didn't. Actually, the tiny 
eighteen story brownstone was the 
most important building. It was the 
First National Interstate Securities 
and Bonds Maritime State Bank; assets 
over nine hundred billion strong. The 
much taller building next to it dealt 
with life insurance. But I'm not 
about to compare the value of a buck 
to the value of a life. 
by Laurence Weiner 
THE CAUSE AND EF'F'ECT OF DAYDREAMING 
The cheering lasted nearly five 
minutes as the crowd broke into a 
frenzy of acrobatic air manuevers. 
Joe watched with a feeling of pride. 
For thA f'irst time in his life he 
felt as if he had accomplished 
something that would leave a mark 
somewhere on time. For once he didn't 
feel as if' his life was being pulled 
Joe looked at the people, who in 
turn were looking at him. He realized 
that he was the center of' attention 
and became very nervous as if he'd 
Just broken wind during a moment of 
silence among a crowd of millions. 
His panic subsided long enough to let 
the feeling of total control overtake 
him. He had an incredible urge to 
make some kind of speech or 
declaration in honor of what was 
taking place. So he did. 
"Today is a really great day! " he 
proclaimed. 
A cheer swelled among the crowd. Joe 
smiled and shivered at the idea of 
being in the spotlight. He thought of 
going on with a Joke, but ruled 
against it when he realized that he 
wasn't a funny kind of guy. Instead, 
pictures of Martin Luther King and 
JFK flowed through his brain, telling 
him that he should choose his words 
carefully and maybe inJect a little 
meaning if at all possible. 
"Today ... we have stumbled upon a 
new beginning" he said pausing for 
dramatic eff>ect. 
"These wings are for us. symbols. 
Symbols that serve as a guide to us 
all, that together, united in our 
new-found lives. we can fly away from 
our hatred, our anger and prejudice, 
our pain and contempt ... toward a 
better, more understanding way of 
life in which all of us will bond 
together, on this glorious green 
earth, and! our spacious blue skies!" 
He climbed up in the sky, giving 
himself the feeling that he never 
wanted to stop. But he did, cursing 
himself for letting his fear of the 
unknown get in the way of this 
unusual event. 
The others had grey wings with a 
considerably shorter span, yet Just 
as effective. He surveyed the 
situation and compared it to that of 
a scene out of one of those movies 
where everyone went to .. the country 
fair to mingle with all their good 
friends and neighbors. 
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Joe was having himself a good time 
with his wings, until he noticed that 
there were a few people around him 
also with wings. At first he was 
Jealous," then defensive. then 
overjoyed at the notion of others 
doing the same as he. Soon the entire 
city was empty as the inhabitants 
took to the sky, flapping and gliding 
and soaring about. The reactions of 
the people varied as some laughed 
hysterically while others cried. Joe 
noticed his wings were one of a kind. 
At first he Just generally buzzed 
around for a bit, checking out the 
equipment. But as all people do when 
they get a new toy, he started to 
test its limitations. He soared up 
high, stalled, then swooped downward, 
pulling .. out of it Just bef'ore 
crashing through the roof' of a 
checkered cab. Needless to say. Joe 
attracted spectators. All motion 
ceased below him as people poured out 
onto the streets to get a look at 
this new species of bird named "Joe." 
At about fifty feet from ground 
zero. something rather out of the 
ordinary took place. Joe Smith 
sprouted wings. Mind you. not 
Just any old pair or wings. but 
really big gold ones. It immediately 
reminded him of the same wings that 
lady wore on the hood of a Rolls. The 
wings reflectd the sunlight into a 
very bright color spectrum that 
shined on the buildings surrounding 
him. As if he'd been born with 
wings, Joe began to flap them and was 
soon flying around the sky with this 
cocky look that suggested only a fool 
wouldn't know what to do. 
All was going well. Joe felt this 
of all ways was a rather interesting 
way to go. He was surpised at the 
amount of quality thinking a person 
can do in a state or suspension. He 
wondered if remarkable things like a 
cure for cancer or a new system or 
irrigation had been thought about and 
solved by people who Jumped off 
buildings. He laughed at the fact 
that. if this was indeed the case. 
we 'd never know. 
people? Put them in his pockets? 
Maybe in back of his head as if he 
were in a LAY-Z BOY chair? So he 
stuck them out like those guys did 
who Jumped out of airplanes or did 
those high dives off of clirfs. 
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Joe was amazed at the boy's 
tenaciousness. He was also amazed at 
the fact that he didn't swoop down 
and give the little snot nosed punk a 
slap for ruining his day. 
"Look, we're going to fly away 
from here. Now you either sprout 
wings and Join us ... or we'll leave 
you behind." 
Joe looked around For support, but 
Found none. All eyes were fixed on 
the defiant little boy. 
"Is it around here?" the boy 
asked. 
"Just around the corner. " 
"Where?" 
"!"'got it right here!" Joe snapped 
raising hie Fist. He caught himself 
mid-sentence and began to laugh. He 
was wasting time with this child. IF 
he wants to ask so many questions, 
he'll Just have to follow along to 
get the answers. So he thought. 
"We're going now," Joe said. 
"Anywhere you go it's gonna be the 
same thing. Might as woll stay," the 
boy said matter oF factly. 
A emall bubble traveled up tho back 
oF Joe's neck. It exploded in hie 
forehead. The boy had said something 
~
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on up so we can talk." 
The boy nodded his head in disgust, 
then climbed out of his fire engine 
and moved over to the sidewalk. He 
looked up at Joe for a moment, then 
cupping his hands around hie mouth he 
shouted at Joe. 
"I said where are we going! " 
Joe was losing his mind, so he 
thought. He pretended to lose his 
hearing as well. 
"I'm sorry son. I'm having a tough 
time hearing you. Why don't you come 
She was referring Lo the little 
boy down in tho middle of the street. 
Ho I o ok.o d t.o be around nine years 
old, wo(jrine a blue t-oldrt. with o 
picture of "PcTEY", the dog from "The 
Little Rascals" splashed on tho 
f r o n t . Hf) was sitting in a Li t t Le re<.J 
firo engine tha~ ran on peddle pouor. 
On tho side of the ongino was a white 
plastic lbdder and a uhite bucket 
uith the uord "FIRE" printed in bold 
letters. A little silver bell stood 
out on the edge of the hood. 
Joe looked at the boy, wondering 
to himself why he didn't have any 
winas like the other children. 
"Why do n ' t you grow your wings and 
Join us?" Joe said. 
"Where we goin'?" the boy asked 
again. 
"We're aoing to a neu place that 




"Real f'ar ! " 
"Where?" 
The people grew calm. hoping to 
hear more words of inspiration and 
comfort from their neuly aelf- 
appointed mesoiah. Joe sensed this 
and prepared himself for his next 
sermon hy combing back otrands of his 
hnir uit.h hio n1.W1ot.y pnlmA. llo 
cleared his throat, but 00111ohody n lon 
spol(.e. 
"Where VE> gonna fly to?" the voice 
asl<.tH!. 
Joe looked around him, but nobody 
seemed to match the voice. He 
straightened his vest and raised his 
ringer in the air. 
"Well, where ue goin'?" the voice 
asked aeai n. 
The crowd began to hum uith questions 
about who was being so rude as to 
interrupt the resident god. A very 
skinny woman wearing a red dress 
pointed down at the ground below 
thom. 
"Who's that do\.111 there?" oht-) osk.od 
loud! v . 
out from under him. causing him to 
feel un.satisfied as most people do 
when they wake up with the 
roalization that a great deal of time 
has been uastnd on nothing at all. 
"Just do" the boy ann1J0red. 
"Yon, but how do you just ... do?" 
"Woll. If God had wanted mo to 
f 1 y, he woulda gave me wings when I 
was born." 
"Yee, but God gave us wings now. 
So now we FI y ! " 
Joe's hAart was just about out of hio 
throat and in hia mouth. 
"How do you know God gave you 
thost:> 1Ji ngs'I" th~ boy nnopped. 
"Who else would?" Joe snapped 
back. 
"MaybA you made them up in your 
head. Maybe they ain't really 
there ... 'magi nary. " 
Joe Smith was nover one For deep 
thoological thinkinl,(. Yee, he wao 
concerned with the world and all oP 
that, but God was God and what's 
under tho tree this year. 
"Nonsense! " was all Joe could 
answer "1i th. 
But the crowd didn't think like Joe, 
at least not all oF them. Talking 
began, "1hich oF course led to debate, 
which oF course led to argumentation, 
which naturally ended up with 
yelling. Words like "Fake" and 
"Imagination" filled the air. Joe 
looked around Feeling as hopeless as 
the captain of the Titanic. The 
"I Just don't want wings like 
everybody else" the boy almost 
pleaded. 
"Whats wrong with wings?" Joe 
asked. 
"I don't want any, thats all." 
Joe wasn't satisf'ied. 
"Look, we all have wings, and we 
like them Just fine." 
"How do you know, did you ask. 
everybody?'' 
"I don't need to, you can see "10 
all have them!" 
"So?" 
"So" Joe thought. Combined with "Stop 
joining clubs" and now "So", Joe's 
head was pretty noisy. Not that it's 
never been noisy berore; it was just 
starting to sound all too Familiar to 
him. Ir it wasn't the Boy Scouts it 
was baseball. From baseball to 
drinking beer to cutting his hair, 
and now to growing wings. His anger 
returned. 
"There's something wrong with you 
not wanting to sprout wings and Fly 
like the rest of' us!" Joe snapped. 
"God wouldn't like you to Fly like 
th~ birds do" t,ho boy bl urt<'1cl out .. 
"God?" thought Joe, "What does a nine 
year old boy know about God?" 
"How do you know this?" Joe af\ked. 
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The boy shufFled his feet trying to 
make sense oF Joe's turn around. To 
Joe, this was it. Either get the kid 
to follow along, or Face whats been 
nagaing him at the Far corners oF his 
tired and confused mind. 
"Well. whnddya soy'/" .Joo asked 
t.:.oftly. 
"I don't wanna play follou the 
leader." 
"Who said anything about playing 
f'olloY the leader?" 
The nagging at the back of' his mind 
begon its move to the front. "It 'G 
what you're doing ain't it?" 
"No ... I mean, not real! y ... " 
The nagging was now at the Front and 
center of' Joe's mind. It was a tiny, 
squeaky little voice in his head that 
kept repeating the same thing over 
and over and over, 
"Stop Joining clubs." . 
Joe shook hie huad hoping to jar 
the voice loose. It didn't work. 
"Let's go Find the promised land," 
he said. 
"Let's go live in the new 
Jerusalem. " 
The crowd was reluctant. Only a Fe"' 
moved in his direction. 
"I'll stay here. You go ahead 
without me, " the boy shouted. 
"Where is this boy's mother?" Joe 
asked gasping for air to hold back 
the tears. 
"She ain't here. Sho's in Neu 
Mexico," the boy replied. 
"Don't you want to be like the 
rest of' us?" Joe pleaded. "It 
wouldn't look good For you. Poople 
would talk.. " 
To a nine year old boy slanderous 
remarks had about the same effect as 
a bad credit rating. 
"You're Just trying to be a big 
shot, thats all." 
Joe felt a sudden ur~ent desire to 
win the boy over. 
"C'mon, we'll go together. You can 
fly next to mel" 
that had totally caught Joe of'f 
auard. He was absolutely paralyzed 
with Fear at the notion he had 
overlooked something that was 
incredibly important. 
"Come on now ... be a, be a good 
boy, end ... sprout your wings." He "1as 
losing it. He "1as losing it and there 
was not one single thing he could do 
about it. The crowd began to murmur 
as Joe's mind raced with a million 
thouahts as what to say next. He 
motioned with his winga to the crowd. 
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We won't necessarily run this feature in EVERY 
issue, but members (subscribers) of the workshop 
with a professional "brag" are invited to send the 
details to us and we'll share the information with the 
rest of the group. 
"Monster Mash," short story, sold to hardcover an- 
thology WEREWOLVES, Harper & Row, appeared 
Summer of 1988, edited by Jane Yolen and Martin 
Greenberg 
WREN TO THE RESCUE, a YA fantasy novel, 
sold to HJB, Jane Yolen Books, to appear in 
hardcover Fall 1990. 
"Ghost Dancers," a short short, in the anthology 
THINGS THAT GO BUMP IN THE NIGHT, edited 
by Jane Yolen and Martin Greenberg. Harper and 
Row hardcover, to appear summer of 1989. 
REBEL FROM ALPHORION, a teen sf novel, 
Number Three in a series called PLANET 
BUILDERS published under the name Robyn Tallis. 
Packaged by Cloverdale Press, for Ballantine Ivy, 
appeared Feb. 1989. 
VISIONS FROM THE SEA, Planet Builders #4, 
published under the name Robyn Tallis. Packaged 
by Cloverdale Press for Ballantine Ivy. Appeared 
March '89. 
THE GIANTS OF ELENNA, Planet Builders #9, 
under the name Robyn Tallis. Cloverdale Press for 
Ballantine Ivy. To appear August 1989. 
FIRE FROM THE SKY, Planet Builders #10, 
under name Robyn Tallis, Cloverdale Press for Bal- 
lantine Ivy. To appear Sept. 1989. 
THE BEGINNING, a contemporary teen novel, 
Number One in a series called NOWHERE HIGH. 
Published under the name Jesse Maguire; pack- 
aged by Cloverdale Press for Ballantine ivy. To ap- 
pear Dec. 1989. 
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LYNN MAUDLIN 
AT LONG LAST LYNN, a cassette of 10 original 
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dress: Moonbird Music Co., P.O. Box 394, Al- 
tadena, CA 91001. 
DOUGLAS ROSSMAN 
WHERE LEGENDS LIVE, Cherokee Publica- 
tions, 48 pp. paperback. $4.95 plus $1.50 s/h, from 
Cherokee Publications, P.O. Box 256, Cherokee, 
NC 28719. 
GWYNETH HOOD 
THE COMING OF THE DEMONS, William Mor- 
rrow 1982, 288 pp. hardcover. Available from 
Gwyneth for $8.00 {postpaid); mailing address: 310 
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MARY ANN HODGE 
THE RAMPANT GUINEA PIG #8 just came out 
and RPG #9 is due out October 1989. Available 
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JOE R. CHRISTOPHER 
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wan looking to the clouds for 
reaDsurance, his body hogan t.o flont 
down tot.ho ground, along with the 
countloss othors. llo landed amoothly 
Oil h i c lo<lxo and nt.oppod hnck innido 
his tiny orfico. 
"Fttko" ho ::;c_tid out loud as ho 
plopped down in his chair behind hiH 
doBk.. llo I i ft.o d hiu arm.u, chock in!-! 
undor t.hum. Not.hin~ tiut. hnir and 
sweat.. Then, uoftly, quietly, ho lny 
hiu ho ad down Oil hi !l <look and wopt 
L lko a child. 
Titanic was a disaster that really 
bothered Joe. 
"I think it's all fake!" the boy 
yelled. 
"Al 1 fake, just 1 ika in tho 
movies," he said uo ho cl imhod j nto 
his fire engine. Joe hung in the sky 
w<:,t.chi ns the boy start to poddle hlu 
firo ongimJ down t.h<:.• otrout., mllkin$< 
engine noiaeR with his vibrating 
1 i ('n. 
Joe turned to the ~ky. 
"I was so close," he whispered. 
He had hoped For an answer, but nono 




long since anyone had asked him his 
name. At last he said, "My name o 
tlger is Soong, and what ls yours?" 
"My name doesn't matter," said the 
tiger, "and on the other hand it 
matters a great deal, but then I 
come from a land where all sages 
are considered to be mad." 
"How interesting," said sage 
Soong, "especially interesting in 
that of course I am mad, but you 
are the first to have commented 
upon it," and he gazed even more 
steadily in to the eyes of the 
tiger. As he did so, the burning 
yellow balls became dim and lost 
their lustre and a tear trickled 
from each yellow eye and ran down 
the tiger's furry muzzle. Still 
gazing, the sage saw, as in a 
dream, behind those weeping eyes, 
the figure of a young and handsome 
man dejectedly sitting upon the 
ground, gazing before him in a 
melancholy way. As sage Soong 
looked, the young man glanced up 
and held his eyes with his own. 
"Who are you?" asked the sage 
curiously. The gravelly voice of 
the tiger replied, while the slow 
tears continued to trickle by his 
muzzle: "Once I was a great and 
wealthy prince, with all that could 
make me happy: love; peace of mind; 
honor. Then one day I knew 
ambition, and vanity, and acted 
from both. Therein you see me 
accursed by sages of my country for 
the evil I did to my fellow man, 
and I am doomed to wonder ln this 
form till another sage takes pity 
upon me and releases me from this 
bondage ln which I have lived for 
the past ten years. That ls why I 
have come to you. And now I may 
say no more," and the tiger sat 
expectantly waiting. 
Upon hearing these words the 
heart of the sage failed 
Another one asking for 
difficult, nay almost 
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Once upon a time, ln a far off 
remote land there lived a sage. 
No one knew hls name for he had 
been there, unobtrusively, for as 
long as the oldest inhabitant could 
remember. The villagers nearby 
called him "Master", a term which 
the sage didn't think he deserved, 
but which he couldn't dissuade them 
from using. He wasn't a very good 
sage, as sages go, for he was lazy 
and sometimes hls mlnd wandered to 
the beauties of butterfly and bird 
and other interesting things when 
he should have been m~ditating on 
the sayings of the Buddha as his 
old abbot had taught hlm. Nor was 
he a very renowned sage, for then 
he would have had disciples waiting 
to hear any words of wisdom which 
he uttered, and he had none. so he 
was alone and didn't mind as he 
knew he wasn't a very good sage, as 
sages go and had chosen to remain 
so. One day the sage sat quietly, 
meditating on the blrds and 
butterflies, and now and then upon 
the sayings of the Buddha, under a 
large fig tree on the outskirts of 
his village, when he sensed, rather 
than saw (as his eyes were half 
closed), a presence approach and 
sit beside him. The sage continued 
to meditate, but after a while the 
presence beside him became more 
obtrusive, shifting position and 
almost fidgeting, so that with a 
slgh the sage turned hls head and 
found himself gazing into the 
yellow eyes of a tiger. 
For a moment the heart of the 
sage gave a great leap inside his 
chest, then his training came to 
hls rescue, "So this ls death", he 
mused as he gazed steadily into the 
tigers eyes. Then a strange thing 
happened: the tlqer spoke: "O 
sage," he !'.'.aid in a gravelly voice, 
"What is thy name?" For a moment 
the sage hesitated. It had been so 
by Marjorie Maxwell 
THE SAGE AND THE TIGER 
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heart and mind for the tiger to go 
away. 
Angrily the tiger lashed his 
tail, then stood up. Slowly he 
stretched his paw over the head of 
sage Soong and slowly he flexed and 
unflexed his sharp claws. Still 
the sage sat. The tiger withdrew 
his paw and began to pace around 
the sitting sage. 
Meanwhile, the people of the 
village had become aware that a 
tiger was menacing their holy man, 
and armed with knives, clubs and 
cymbals, all the men of the 
village, in a band, with much noise 
came to his rescue. As the noise 
and uproar approached, the tiger 
said in a menacing tone to the 
still figure of the sage, "We shall 
meet again," and then with one 
large bound he leaped over the 
nearby thicket and disappeared into 
the forest. 
For days the sage sat beneath 
his fig tree, turning over his 
problem in his mind. He could see 
that it was useless to hope that 
the tiger would stay away. He had 
to do something about him, but 
what? Gone were the days of bird 
and butterfly. Now Soong meditated 
seriously, as he hadn't done in 
years, and as the abbot of his 
monastery had taught him. The 
trivial problems the villagers 
brou~ht him wer~ as nothtnq 
compared to the problem of the 
tiger. Not the least of the 
questions raised was that of the 
tiger's name. The sage was 
convinced that his statement that 
his name mattered not, yet 
mattered, meant that the tiger was 
forbidden to tell it. Sage Soong 
felt that for some reason, he knew 
not why, the tiger's name was 
important. And so the sage 
med l tated. 
The people of the village had 
never seen their sage sit still for 
so long. The food they brought him 
dally was untouched. They brought 
him drink, but it remained in the 
bottle. And still the sage sat. 
Then one day it happened. As sage 
Soong was meditating he thought of 
the abbot of his monastery, a truly 
holy man whom the sage had loved 
devotedly, and he sent out a 
voiceless cry for help to him. To 
impossible he thought crossly, for 
sage Soong had not the slightest 
idea how to go about releasing the 
young man from his prison. "O 
tiger," he said, "how do I know 
whether you have been punished 
enough? and how," he went on 
testily, "do I know whether thine 
attitude has changed? I will have 
to meditate upon this," said he, 
and he placed himself in the lotus 
position, cupped his hands and sat 
motionless, willing with all his 
in the clearing facing the angry 
tiger. 
"Hold," said the sage and put 
his hand up palm outwards. 
"And why should I not kill you 
who would not help me?" snarled the 
tiger. 
"Hold if thou be Asif," said the 
sage, outwardly calm, though 
inwardly a quaking mass of terror. 
In an instant the tiger's tail 
stopped it's lashing, his lips 
relaxed over his teeth and his ruff 
subsided. "That ls my name o sage, 
but how did you find out?" he asked 
suspiciously. 
"Through meditation and prayer," 
replied sage Soong in a shaking 
voice. 
"And will meditation and prayer 
tell you how to release me?" asked 
the tiger in a jeering voice. 
The sage drew up all five feet 
of himself and coldly looking into 
the tiger's eyes he repeated in a 
firm voice: "Meditation and 
prayer," as his training began to 
take hold and he remembered his 
abbot's teachings. Then he placed 
himself in the lotus position and 
bade the tiger to lie down before 
him. Soong shut his eyes and 
meditated. 
Several minutes passed and 
nothing happened. The tiger's tall 
started to twitch and his lips to 
curl over his teeth. Opening his 
eyes, the sage stared severely into 
the tiger's yellow ones. "Be 
still," he commanded, "meditation 
is not accomplished in a second. 
rt takes time and patience". Again 
Soong closed his eyes and 
concentrated, and again nothing 
happened. Fear arose in the breast 
of the sage, and then a strange 
fatalism came over him. He 
remembered the teachings of the 
Buddha: to accept all things with 
grace and patience. "So be it," he 
thought, "the tiger will kill me, 
but I have done my best," and 
calmly and acceptingly he awaited 
his fate. Then, and only then did 
the voice of Soong's abbott resound 
in his ear: "Soong," said the 
voice, "Take the tiger's heard 
between your hands and, gazing into 
his eyes call forth the young man 
by name Asif". 
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his surprise he was answered by the 
voice of the abbot himself, as 
clearly as if he was sitting beside 
him. "Soong," said the abbot's 
voice. "Yes master," replied sage 
Soong in a startled voice. 
"Soong," repeated the voice, "The 
young man's name ls Asif, and he 
has been punished enough. Also his 
actions in the forest bear 
scrutiny. Go thou and see." And 
with that the abbot's voice ceased. 
Then Soong gave thanks to the 
Buddha, begging forgiveness at the 
same time for his poor meditations 
and resolving to do better in the 
future. He arose, ate and drank, 
and made his way into the forest. 
For days the sage roamed the 
forest, subsisting on nuts and 
berries, drinking water from 
streams and always calling, "Asif, 
Asif," until one day he pame across 
a party of woodcutt·ers in a 
clearing in the forest. They were 
in a state of great confusion over 
a tiger which they kept calling the 
"Spirit tiger," because he behaved 
as no ordinary tiger did, and who 
had been following them for weeks 
as they went from one part of the 
forest to another. 
"O master," said one woodcutter, 
"this tiger has protected us from 
other tigers, fighting and driving 
them away. Why he even bought back 
sulin's baby who had wandered away 
and brought him back alive, hanging 
like a load of washing from his 
mouth," and all the woodcutters 
laughed, albeit nervously. Then 
the sage gave silent thanks to the 
abbot for sending him into the 
forest and he resolved to set the 
tiger free. But here the heart of 
the sage failed him and panic 
threatened to overcome his 
training, for he had not the 
slightest idea of how to change the 
tiger. As he stood with that 
thought in mind, there was a 
crackling in the underbrush and the 
tiger leaped into the clearing. He 
faced the sage, his tall lashing, 
his ruff standing out around his: 
jaws and his lips drawn back t o' 
show long,sharp, white teeth. As 
one man, the woodcutters made for 
the nearby trees, scrambling up 
them. and leaving sage Soong alone 
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Well, he had promised the Buddha 
that he would no longer be lazy. A 
few disciples to keep him up to the 
mark would not come amiss. Then 
the sage took a few moments to give 
thanks to the Buddha and to pray 
for his abbot before he too arose 
and started on his way back to his 
fig tree. 
Lady of fire & roses, 
she reaches 
through burning veils of doubt, 
holds out 
the heartcup of her hands. 
Her wisdom 
is thorn within the flower, but never 
fear of sweetness; 
fear of flame 
quenched cold in golden light. 
Against the road's long dust, she offers 
Fire & water both: 
alchemical 
tempering of the heart. 
Journeyqueen of Cups 
by Ann K. Schwader 
And thus did sage Soong call, 
"Asif come forth," and there was 
blurring and a shifting and a 
trembling and a young man lay on 
the ground before the sage where 
minutes before a tiger had been. 
The young man immediately leaped to 
his feet and felt himself all over, 
exclaiming in a joyous voice, "I'm 
human, I'm human," then he flung 
himself down in front of the sage 
and kissed the hem of his yellow 
robe. "Don't do that," said the 
sage crossly, "Give thanks to the 
Buddha who has saved you, not me", 
and he gazed sternly at the young 
man. "I shall give thanks to both, 
0 master," replied the young man 
irrepressibly, and he left the 
clearing praising both at the top 
of his voice. 
Meanwhile the woodcutters, who 
had witnessed all that had 
happened, made hast to come down 
from the trees and make their way 
to the v.lllage where they would 
tell all they had seen, while they 
picked up their supplies. That 
left sage Soong alone in the 
clearing once more, still sitting 
in the lotus position. As he sat 
he meditated upon what his past 
actions would mean to his once 
comfortable bird and butterfly 
life. For no doubt disciples would 
be drawn by the tale of the tiger. 
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'Iwo Norse Tales retold by Douglas A. Rossman 
Illustrated by Nancy-Lou Patterson 
LOVE-AND HATE-AMONG THE RUNES 
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her looeliness tcucbed my heart." Odi.n 
sighed and rubbed his grizzled beard, "But 
none have I l<Ned as I love you. '!here are 
tirres you fill my sail like a bracing wind 
sweeping off a glacier and I could cry for 
the sbeer exhilaration of being alive. At 
other t iroes , holding your hand in silence, 
I can feel the gentle rhytlvns that ebb and 
flO\ol throughout the Nine Worlds .•• and I 
am content with the stillness. r.brecwer, 
you have helped me find~ one thing that 
the runes could not, and Mimir' s Well could 
not, and the Mead of Poetry could not. You 
have bel.ped rne find myself. Whene.'er I 
lock into your eyes or hold you in my arms , 
I forget that I am Od.in Allfather, King of 
the Gods, Ruler of t..'le Nine Worlds, whan 
all respect , or fear, or hate because of my 
power.'' 
11\'by must you go, 01?" Freyj a' s 
voioe was plaintive as, hugging her knees, 
she sat up on the bearskin rug where they 
had spent the night. Ier golden hair, 
usually braided, hung free--partially 
framing, yet partially concealing, her 
l01Tely faoe. Her rosy cheeks were pale now 
arxl her light blue eyes glistened with 
barely suppressed tears. "We've been 
together less than a fortnight. Surely you 
have not tired of me already?" 
Odin ' s voice was tender as he tied 
the drawstring of his trousers and prepared 
top.ill the tunic O\Ter his broa:l, bare 
torso, urmarked save for a long spear-scar 
lying bereath his rilx::age. "It has reen 
nine days and nights, dearest Preyj a, and 
each of them has been precious to me. So 
different fran the nine I spent upon the 
Tree, seeking the wisdcm of the rures-- 
oothing then but the cold wind, driving 
rain, gnawing hunger, and unutterable 
lcneliness • • • yet in the end I fourd 
that which I had sought," he added grimly. 
1112re with you there has been nothing but 
jcy, yet I have gal.red great knowledge as 
wel.1--tln.lgh it has care unbidden. In your 
blue eyes there are greater deeps and irore 
wcnirws mysteries than any my lost eye 
beheld in Mimir' s Well." 
Freyja rose to her feet and softly 
kissed the lidded socket that ooce 
o:ntained the price Mimir had demanded for 
a sW;Jle draught fron his Well of Wisdcm. 
''Poor, dear man," she munrured. Odi.n 
enbraced her lithe golden-tan form like a 
dro.ining man clasps a forb.loo-brought tree 
trunk drifting by. Holding her thus he 
<X.Uld sense her Inner being, \<bidl 
reflected the essence of the living, 
fertile earth--all bror..ns, and greens, and 
gold. 
"You aren't going to make this easy 
for ire, are yoo?" he whispare::I huskily in 
her ear. "Listen well, my l<Ne. H:id I a 
clx>ice, we would never part; for so much as 
a day. Over the years I have Loved many a 
naid, and loved each of them truly--even 
poor Gunnloo, though 'twas my intention at 
first just to trick her into letting me 
drink the Mead of Poetry she guarded 'neath 
Sutb.mg' s gloomy moontain . • • but then 
by Douglas A. Rossman 
FREYA'S TEARS 
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The three Nancy-Lou Patterson illustrations which accompany 
"Freya's Tears" and "Loki Bound" first appeared in Doug acssman's 
THE NINE WORLDS: A Dictionary of Norse Mythology (1983, 
Ormsgard Press), and are used with the permission of Doug and 
Nancy-Lou, for which we thank them. I am under the impression THE 
NINE WORLDS sold out but I'm sure Doug will advise us if any are 
available. 
Lightly tracing a Iove-zure on each 
of her eyelids, Odin kissed then in turn, 
~stepping back he simply disappeared. 
lt>t a scund followed his abrupt departure, 
save for Freyja' s quiet scobinq . • . and a 
muted clinking as a pile of golden tears 
slowly grew upon the rug at her feet. 
"Tha1gh space and time forbid our tooch, 
I oold thee close within my heart; 
Arxl while r wander far fron thee, 
My feet tread gently throogh thy soul." 
forces of Order and Olaes clash, we must 
have the best anny that I can assemble--we 
must!" 
Freyj a bowed her head in sad 
resignation as Olin placed his hands on her 
naked shoulders and said, "So you see, 
beloved, why I cannot tarry here. But kncM 
with a certainty that I shall return to you 
whene' er I can." Freyj a' s shoulders shook 
as she soobed quietly, and Olin cootinued. 
"tbw I will leave you with something 
tangible to serve as a symbol of my pledge. 
Henceforth, when you cry for rre , your tears 
will turn into drops of gold. When enough 
have fallen, carry them to those dwarves 
whan men call the Brisings and they will 
fashion a reek.lace for yoo. Whene'er you 
wear it, you will think of me and know that 
a part of us can never truly be separated." 
Taking Freyj a' s face in his hands and 
closing each eyelid with a forefinger, Olin 
gifted her with a tx)0tl: 
Qlin's voice shod( with exultation, 
"All I see is an ordinary, weatn=r-beaten 
old man who is himself--nothing more, nor 
less--and who is loved by Freyja. What 
greater knowledge does one need, or better 
fortune hope to gain? 'Iha.igh," he added 
ruefully, "it is quite beyond my 
a:xnprehension what a beaut iful, waran like 
you--who is neither awed by my power nor 
seeking my favor--sees in an old gaffer 
like me." 
"Oh, 0:1," she laughed throatily. 
"Thare really are sane things you don't 
understand for all of your hard-earned 
wiscbn. You can look beyond my outer 
appearance--tlnlgh not entirely, I'm happy 
to say--" and she grinrm ini schi.evous Iy , 
"so why shouldn't: I IX! able to <lo likewise? 
I love you for your boyish curiosity as 
mich as for your mature wisdom, for your 
gentle cx:xnpassion as much as for your 
fierce strength, and for reasons that even 
I don't fully understarrl. Besides, I think 
it is wiser to simply enjoy our love rather 
than question the 'why' of it." Freyja 
fro...ned. "Anyway, if my love means so much 
to yoo, why must yoo leave me now and cause 
us both so much pain?" 
Qlin pulled his dark blue travelling 
cloak aroond his shoolders and secured it 
with an enamelled dragon brooch. "It is 
because I do love you so much, darling 
Freyja, that I must go. In your arms I can 
forget my cares and responsibilities for a 
time, but they are a burden I cannot lay 
aside for lcng lest the Nine \'brlds 
suffer--including our cx.r1 hcxneland, fabled 
Asgard. I fear that Loki or the giants 
woold do sane mighty mischief if I did not 
keep a close eye on them. The giants fear 
me, and I must keep that fear alive by 
appearing amcng than fran time to time just 
so they don't start to worrler if I haven't 
forgotten them. Even the thooght that I 
might be wandering about in disguise helps 
to curb their ambitions." 
Olin paused, pensive. "And I must 
watch the warriors of Mi.dgard, too, to see 
which pranising heroes are worthy of 
joining the ranks of the Ei.nrerjar in 
Valhalla. When R.agnar& canes, and the 
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ham.sane features on one side of her faoe, 
and her mother's on the other. Poor Sigyn, 
she has no idea how bor inq she and her 
br<Xrl have been by canpariscn. It's 
fortunate, thcoqh, that she is so devoted; 
cx:nsidering the way things have turned out. 
"What's that? Yes, Sigyn, I think 
O:lin Allfather is being cruel and 
unreasonable, too. After all, it's not as 
if I killed Balder all by myself. The 
Aesir are the ores who insisted on making 
him a target just to show off the 
invulrerability t-t:>ther Frigg had gained for 
him--or t:ha.lght she had. There's an old 
saying: 'Pride rarely sees the pitfall in 
the path' . • . and the Aesir were just 
aching to be taught a lesson." 
Actually I hadn't disliked Balder all 
that much parsonally. He never really 
approved of any of my pranks--I coold see 
that by the disdainful looks he'd give me. 
But he wasn't a bully like Thor or a 
busybcrly like !-2irrdall. J-2inrlall! If it 
hadn't been for him I wa.ild have hidden 
Freya's reek.lace where she wa.ild never have 
fourrl it • • • until she was willing to pay 
my prioe. Why should Heinrlall have cared? 
I only wanted what th:>se foor dwarves 
wanted--arrl got--for selling the 
Brisingarren to her in the first place, a 
night of love-making with the 1rost 
beautiful g<rldess in the Nine Worlds! Urmn 
••• just the thought of her shapely white 
body still makes me lick my chops. If 
I-einrlall had wanted her for himself, that I 
<X).11.d wrlerstand; but, no, he said he was 
simply "defending the hooor of a dear 
friend." !boor, her? I still don't know 
if he is the biggest hypocrite in the Nine 
Y«:>rlds or just the most sfmple-minded, 
Eitrer way, I've a score to settle with 
him, too. 
But even Heim::iall' s interference 
wasn't as bad as what O::lin has Cbne to rre. 
1-2 am I swore sacred oaths of blocxl 
brotherb::>crl, yet every time I did something 
that anooyed him he threatened to have me 
killed. 'lllat is why Balder had to die. 
O±i.n had to pay the price for oath- 
breaking, a price that really hurt ..• 
and his beloved sen Balder was the most 
vulnerable. Too bad for Balder, but 
justice had to be served. Unfortunately, 
Odin wasn' t willing to call it even at that 
• • • no, not him! 1-2 always has to have 
the last word or strike the last blow. 
''Hurry, waran, hurryt " 
The scream is tom fran my lips 
despite my detennination not to acknowledge 
the pain--the excruciating pain--that 
wracks my face and chest every time the 
l::owl fills with verx:rn and Sigyn has to 
leave the cave to empty it. If she poured 
it out in here, the veoom woold run down 
into the hot springs, and the fumes wa.ild 
kill her. Her, not me • • • oh, no, rot 
me. The Aesir are too clever by far to let 
me have that easy a death. They know, Hel 
rot them, that serpent venan can't kill 
me--just burn with the searing pain of ioe. 
tbt like fire. They know I like fire • • • 
even if they oon't know why. Oh, ga1s, why 
doesn't Sigyn hurry? The venan can't kill 
me, but the pain nay drive me med, tb, I 
can't let it. I've got to endure the pain 
so I can avmge myself on them ••• 
starting with that icy bitch Skadi who came 
up with the idea of fastening that drooling 
serpent over my head. A nice touch, I'll 
give her that • • • and a lot rrore than 
that when I get loose. And I will get 
loose ••• I've just got to be patient. 
"Oh, that feels so much better, 
Sigyn." She has reseated herself by my 
side, wifely concern etched in every 
feature. "Could you rinse the venan fran 
my faoe before the bowl becx:xres too full to 
hold in one hand? TI1ank you, my dear ore, 
thank yoo. I Cbn' t know what I'd ever Cb 
without you." 
I'll tell you what I wa.ild have dore 
withoot her! If I'd never planted tix>se 
two boys in her skinny bcdy, the Aesir 
wouldn't have teen able to fasten me to 
these rocks. Odiri knew I cculd only be 
bamd by the guts of one son, tom fron his 
living bcdy by his brother • . • and he 
certainly would never have gotten my otrer 
scns , Fenrir Wolf and the Serpent 
Jonrungarrl, to try to gut each other. Ch 
my, no. That Fenrir will be the death of 
odin yet • ~ • when he gets loose, and that 
won't be long after me. 'lbose two are 
really sons to be proud of! And tb:dr 
rrother Angrbcda--oh, she was sarething to 
beh::>ld, too. A troll-wife might not be for 
the fastidious, but making Love to her was 
always an-adventure • • • she was always so 
eager to ccuple , and I never knew what my 
seed woold gro,,, into. Sanething different 
every time--the ~lf, the Serpent, arrl my 
darling daughter, Hel ••• with my 
LOKI BOUND 
M:>the.r has kept Laevatein safe in a 
chest beneath ber bed for just such a time 
as this. 'Ihat crest is sealed against· 
intru:iers with nine locks, and cnly one can 
be opened each day. That's right, Q:iin, 
just nine days from when you ba.md ire here 
Sinmara will bring Laevatein to free me-- 
and then my son Fenrir. 
"lbw lcng have I lain here, Sigyn? 
Nine days, you say, my love?" 
Across the Nine Worlds I can hear 
Sinmara caning. Do yoo hear her, too, 
Qiin? It is the sourrl of Ragnar& 
approadli.ng • • • • 
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"Aieee ••• 1 Sigyn, for pity's 
-sake, be UDre careful, wcn't yoo? Yes, 
yes, :r know it must be exhausting to hold 
that bowl steady, but you've no idea hc:JIAf 
painful a drop of that venan can be-- 
especially when I'm not, exp:d:ing it. 
'lbere, there, my dear, oon't cry about; it-- 
but do try not to let it happen again. 11 I 
have to htJOOr the clunsy cow; it wru1dn' t 
do to have ter walk oot on me now. 
So here I lie in this god-foresaken 
cave to be tonnented for all ete:mi ty . . • 
or so Allfather thinks. But, Olin, you old 
tastard, yai c:bn't Jcno.t everything after 
all. Yai don't even know who I really am. 
Oh, I adnitted to being of giant stock 
right frau the beginning, but that was just 
acknowledging the obvious to keep yoo fran 
lodting deeper. My parents are giants, all 
right, b.it oot the hill giants Farbauti and 
Laufey, as I led yoo to believe. I am only 
tOOir foster-son. My true birthplace was 
M.Jspellheim, the Flaming Land; my father, 
SUrt the Destrcyer, lord of the fire 
giants; my mother, his lady, Si.rurara. Surt 
wished to keep an eye on yoo Aesir; what 
better way than to have his S<Xl live in 
your midst? Fatter has bided his time 'til 
now, but by what yoo have done to me you 
have traight yoor doan down uEX)n yoor ~I 
Even now his hosts are gathering, and once 
Fenrir W:>lf and I have l::een freed, the Sons 
of fitlspell will march across the rainl:ow 
tridge into Asgim. 'Iben will cx::me 
Ragna.J:a<, the Twilight of the Gcrls ••• 
am, after the final battle, Surt will tum 
the Nine Worlds to ashes with his flaming 
swom. But you won't see that will yoo, 
O:lin, fran the depths of Fenrir's belly? 
What's that, Allfatter? Yoo think 
you are safe because nothing in the Nine 
W:xrlds can surxier my l:x:nds arrl those that 
hold Fenrir? Kmw tmn to your sorrow that 
after you exiled my daughter, Hel, to 
Niflheim, I paid her an extended visit-- 
but B:>t entirely oot of J;Srental ccncem 
and devoticn. Yai sha.lld know me better 
than that, once swom-brother. No, I 
retired to a grotto benaath Niflhe.irn, arrl 
forged a sword • • • a very special sword 
to which the dead of Niflheim contributed 
certain key ingredients, liberally if not 
entirely voluntarily. I cast sore mighty 
rures and sealed them into the blade with 
my own blocrl--the royal blocd of 
Muspellhe:im--and when I was throogh, I held 
up Laevatein, the one rune-sworo that can 
cut, thraigh any borrls, no matter how strcng 
or magically well wraight. 
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MYTHCON XX: P.O. Box 806, Station A 
Nanaimo, B.C. CANADA V9R SN2 
SEE YOU THERE!H 
BANQUET TICKETS (not available at the Conference, must be purchased TWO 
WEEKS in advanceU) $25 ($30 Cdn) or dessert &. coffee tickets for 
S4.00 ($5.00 Cdn), 
Membership and room/board packaoei $165 ($205 Canadian) 
Membership onlys $25 ($30 Cdn) 
Mythcon XX will al~o feature a concert by Ontario harpist Loreena 
McKennit t , a Readers• Theatre production by a group of local writers, 
and the Friday programming (starts at 3 pm) includes a talk from the 
Rogue Folk Music Club 
The Mythopoeic Conference is a special blend of fantasy and 
academic interests, resultino in a relaxed, friendly and fun event. 
Proo ramming include & papers and panels on The Bio Three ( J.R.R. 
Tolkien, C.S. Lewis, and Charles IJilliams) and other authors; a fantasy 
art show, a costume masquerade, a Bardic Circle each evening (bring 
poetry or musical instruments), a dance, "'!riters' workshops, films, a 
dealers• room, auction of books and memorabilia, and a Banquet at which 
· the Mythopoeic Fantasy and Scholarship awards will be presented. 
Scholar GOH 
Author GOH 
July Z8-31, 1989 
at The Gage Towers Conference Center on 
The University of British Columbia 
Vancouver, B.C. Canada 
G~ests of Honor- 
•ITllll 21 
M~th\c Eh~tne9'\ts \91 Fdt>'\tds~ 
@ TI-IE MYfHIC CIRCLE P. 0. Box 6707 Alradena, CA 91001 
